EVALUATION OF QUAD BIKE
ROLLOVER SIMULATION
by
G.L. McDonald M.E., B.Sc.
INTRODUCTION
For a significant number of years, the simulation of quad bike rollovers by Dynamic Research
Inc. (DRI) and their use of those simulations to evaluate the effect of protective structures on
injury have dominated safety on quad bikes and inhibited the adoption of rollover protective
structures.
Since the simulations and predictions have not been validated, the results must be regarded as
invalid and shedding no light on the effectiveness of protective structures for reducing injuries,
until such time as the simulations are validated by demonstrating a sufficient ability to replicate
real life injury, especially fatality and other permanent life altering injuries.
The Oxford English Dictionary and Thesaurus has the following definition:
simulate 1a. pretend to have or feel (an attribute or feeling) b. pretend to be 2. Imitate or
counterfeit 3a. imitate the condition of (a situation etc), e.g. for training b. produce a computer
model of (a process) 4. (is simulated) adj. made to resemble the real thing but not genuinely
such (simulated for)
In the definitions there has to be some likeness, but there is no threshold of accuracy that must be
crossed before the word ‘simulate’ can be applied.
For example, at the low end of accuracy, young children simulate horse riding on a rocking
horse, hobby horse, carousel horse, father on all fours, or being led on a walking pony.
More elaborate simulation occurs on bucking machines, both for entertainment and training bull
riders.
At the high end, aircraft flight simulators require the simulated response of the aircraft to the
control input to coincide with that of real aircraft with accuracy in the upper 90 percents.
Until the output of the simulation is compared with what is being simulated, there is no way of
knowing where the simulation lies on the continuum of accuracy as outlined above. Regardless
of where it is on the continuum, the term ‘simulation’ legitimately applies. Its usefulness
depends on the function it sets out to fulfill. To provide a basis for life/death decisions, the
simulation requires a relatively high degree of accuracy.
To fully evaluate the DRI simulations and their predictions, requires the examination of large
sets of data and the understanding of basic concepts and argument. Putting all this together
produces what would be for most people an unappetizing mass (and mess) of indigestible
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material. For that reason, the information which shows how and why DRI’s simulations and
predictions are invalid and shed no light on quad bike safety has been divided into 17 bite sized
pieces. Each bite stands relatively independently of other bites. There are far too many bites for
one meal, so take your time and digest each bite separately and thoroughly.
The material contained in the 17 Bites has largely been drawn from two previous reports
examining DRI’s publications on their injury predictions from simulating 59 UK and 54 US quad
bike rollover cases. Some has been drawn from a thesis submitted as the set requirement of a
Master of Engineering Degree (1972) and from a draft of a book on Information Organisers. The
above have been authored by Geoff McDonald, with the second report on quad bikes coauthored with Dr Shane Richardson. Some of the Bites have been specially written or extended.
The Tables and Figures have been left with the numbers given in the original publications.
Throughout, reference is frequently made to the Abbreviated Injury Scale which has rating
values of:
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3
AIS 4
AIS 5
AIS 6

Minor
Moderate
Serious
Severe
Critical
Maximum

It is useful to remember this scale as there is frequent reference to AIS 1 or AIS 6, etc.
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BITE 1 - FRAMEWORK
1. Use computer simulation of quad bike rollovers to predict injuries to the rider.
2. Use the simulations to assess the effectiveness of prototype injury protection devices e.g.
crush protective devices.
What needs to be done
1. The simulation needs to be done using actual case histories.
2. The simulations must be of those cases where control of the injuries is most important.
3. The simulated injuries must be a valid representation of the injuries from the cases i.e. be
a sound or strong representation of the injuries.
4. Science has developed a multitude of conceptual and mathematical tools for testing the
necessary hypothesis i.e. the simulated injuries are a sufficiently valid representation of
the original injuries.
5. If the simulations are to be valid
(a) The same part of the body should be injured.
(b) The severity of the injury should be the same.
In such a complex situation, 100% validity could not be expected and a judgement will need to
be made of either what validity is required; or is the resulting validity useful. If the validity is
too weak or unsound it would result in detrimental decisions being made.
Dynamic Research Inc. (DRI) has simulated 113 (59 UK and 54 USA) quad bike rollovers and
has used these simulations to evaluate the Robertson V-Bar, now in production as the Quad Bar.
Injuries in the original 113 real life rollovers and in the simulation have been ‘measured’ in
severity by the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS). More accurately, injuries have been rated on the
scale as follows:
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3
AIS 4
AIS 5
AIS 6

Minor
Moderate
Serious
Severe
Critical
Maximum

‘Measured’ has been put in inverted commas because the numbers 1 to 6 lack some of the
properties of numbers in that they are not additive. 3 + 3 does not equal 6 and similarly are not
multiplicative since twice three does not equal 6. More accurately, two broken upper legs do not
equal a fatality. The numbers give rank order in that the higher the number the worse the injury.
It is not known (by this author) whether or not the scale is an interval scale i.e. the difference
between 1 and 2 is the same as between 2-3, 3-4, 4-5 or 5-6. It would be extremely difficult to
establish and validate such an interval scale. It may have been attempted.
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The computer simulation gives numbers on a 0-1 scale. DRI (2007) indicates ‘…a value of 1.0
corresponds to cost of a fatality’. DRI’s simulation uses numbers to evaluate injuries. For
example illustratively, values where only AIS 6 (head) are given ranged from 0.800163 to
0.940618; for AIS 3, the range was 0.131579 to 0.387307; and AIS 4 the range was 0.439133 to
0.544335.
This suggests strongly that AIS 6 is more than twice AIS 3. AIS 2 is given for a lower leg
fracture or knee ligament tear while AIS 3 is given for an upper leg fracture. How should these
quantitatively compare for an AIS 6 fatal head injury or presumably AIS 6 for a ventilated
quadraplegia. On the AIS numerical values given above, the worst AIS 6 would be 3 to 8 times
as severe as a broken upper leg, AIS 3. For a fuller assessment of assessment of injuries, see
Bite 17 ‘Injury Score Based Decision Making’.
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BITE 2 – SEVERITY OF INJURY
(with thanks to John Lambert)
Firstly consider 5 (b) of Bite 1. The severity of the injury should be the same in the simulation
as it was in real life.
Assume you have a complex but highly accurate system for measuring the quality of a product
giving values of ‘X’. A much simpler method of measuring the quality of a product has been
suggested giving values of ‘Y’.
To help understanding of the evaluation of the validity of measures of ‘Y’ a number of diagrams
show the results of graphically plotting values ‘Y’ against values ‘X’. Each measure, both x and
y only have values of 0-6.
DATA WITH 100% CORRESPONDENCE

Value of Y

Value of X
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DATA WITH 90% CORRESPONDENCE

Value of Y

Value of X

DATA WITH 80% CORRESPONDENCE

Value of Y

Value of X
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DATA WITH 70% CORRESPONDENCE

Value of Y

Value of X

DATA WITH 50% CORRESPONDENCE

Value of Y

Value of X

Now let X = most severe AIS rating for any injury in each case of the original real life injuries,
and let Y = most severe AIS rating for any injury in each case of the simulated injuries.
Numbers plotted give the number of cases, with the values of X and Y represented by the
number’s position.
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DRI’s DATA – SEVERITY OF ROLLOVER INJURY

Value of Y
simulated

Value of X Actual
If X represents the most severe AIS rating for each case, how well does Y predict X the most
severe AIS rating for each of the original 110 cases? Three cases could not be given a severity
rating.
To get a good correspondence, it is necessary to see two things.
1. The one straight line that best fits the points (line of best fit) must approximate the line
which goes from the bottom left to the top right corner. See graph for 100%
correspondence.
2. If the line of best fit approximates the bottom left to top right line, the diagonal going
upwards to the right, the less the scatter away from the line, the better the
correspondence.
The two vertical lines (1 and 2) in the diagram above contain 42 and 51 (93) of the 110 point
locations indicated. In three cases, the original injuries could not be given a severity rating. The
line of best fit for values 1 and 2 would go vertically between original AIS severity ratings of 1
and 2, but slightly closer to the original AIS rating 2. The effect of AIS values 3-6 would be to
move the line of best fit to the right and move the lower section of the line across more, so the
line slopes to the left as it goes up the page.
This line does not approximate the diagonal line that indicates correspondence. The severity of
the simulated injuries bears no relationship to the severity of the original real life injuries. On
the grounds of severity the simulation is invalid.
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Ninety three of the 110 injuries plotted (85%) are of original AIS ratings 0, 1 and 2, while the
remainder is spread across AIS 3, 4, 5 and 6. The original sample is heavily biased towards the
lower consequence occurrences and away from the far more important high consequence cases.
The reason the higher consequence cases are far more important will be elaborated later in Bite
15.
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BITE 3 – PART OF BODY INJURED
Secondly, consider 5(a) ‘Comparison of actual personal damage (injury) with predicted personal
damage. AIS ratings for the latter have been included to indicate the relative severity of the
injury.
Column ‘A’ on the left side shows the number of injuries in the original that do not appear in the
simulation. Column ‘B’ on the right gives the number of predicted injuries which did not exist in
real life.
Table 1. Detailed comparison of real and predicted injuries for 59 UK and 54 US cases
HSE
No.

A

1

1

3 broken ribs

head 2

1

2

1

fracture 1 vertebra

head 1

1

8

1

broken & dislocated ankle

head 6, neck 1
upper leg 3, knee 2

4

9

2

bruises & laceration

head 3, face 1

2

10

?

concussion

head 4

?

11

2

broken arm, bruising

head 2

1

12

1

broken left wrist (impact with ground)

0

0

14

?

crushing, severe head injuries - fatal

head 3

?

17

1

rib injuries

head 6, face 1

2

18

1

fractured collar bone

0

0

19

3

bruising, broken teeth, cracked ribs

head 1

1

22

1

fractured right leg

head 2, chest 3?

2

23

2

injuries to head and back

0

0

24

1

fatality

0

0

25

?

fractured skull, unconscious

head 3, face 1

1

27

1

lacerated left shoulder

head 5, upper legs L3, R3

3

29

2

dislocation L shoulder, fracture R wrist

head 4, face 2

2

Actual Personal Damage
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31

1

shotgun ?, injury unknown - fatal

head 2

?

33

1

fractured skull

0

0

34

1

fractured ribs

0

0

36

2

L leg muscle, tendon damage, fracture

head 2, face 2

2

37

0

0

head 3

1

38

?

injured ?

head 5, L lower leg
fracture

2

39

0

no injuries, jumped clear

head 3

1

40

1

fracture R leg

head 1

1

42

1

asphyxiated

0

0

46

1

crush injury to chest

head 1

1

50

1

7.5 y.o. fracture spine, paralysed

head 2

1

51

1

2 cracked ribs

0

0

56

0

0

head 3, face 1

2

59

1

bruising, helmet worn

head 2 helmet worn

1

61

1

jumped off, broken L ankle

head 3

1

62

0

severe head lacerations

head 1

0

63

1

back injuries

head 1

1

65

1

severe bruising

head 1

1

67

0

laceration to forehead (helmet came off)

head 5

0

69

1

facial lacerations

head 4

1

70

0

extensive head injuries (crush)

head 2

0

71

1

fractured wrist

2

72

2

ribs & ankle

head 6, ligament tear L
knee
head 2

74

1

broken collar bone

0

0

75

1

12 y.o. asphyxiation

chest 1

0
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76

?

fatality – crushed

head 5

?

78

2

knee injuries

head 2

1

79

2

broken pelvis & ribs

0

0

80

2

wrenched knee & shoulder

head 4, face 1

2

81

1

sprained back muscles

head 2

1

82

1

hand injuries

head 2

1

83

1

fractured L collarbone

head 2

1

88

1

bruising

head 2

1

91

2

severe bruising, fractured R wrist

0

0

92

1

broken collar bone, concussion

head 2

0

94

1

R humerus fracture

head 4

1

95

1

kidney damage (trapped 3 hrs)

head 2

1

96

1

L elbow dislocated & fractured

head 3

1

97

1

cuts to cheek

head 1

1

100

3

fractured skull, arm, punctured ear drum

head 1

0

103

1

back injury severity unknown

head 3

1

105

1

dislocated collar bone

head 3

1

106

1

Bruising to 25-50% of body

Head 1

1

107

1

Wrist fracture

Head 2

1

108

1

Upper trunk fracture

Head 3

1

109

1

Lower leg hematoma

Head 2

1

110

1

Abdominal sprain or strain

Head 2

1

111

1

Bruising to 25%-50% of body

Head 2

1

112

1

Elbow fracture

Head 6

1

USA Cases
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113

1

Elbow bruises

Head 2

1

114

1

Lower arm fracture

3

115

1

Shoulder bruises

Head 5, face 1, upper leg
3
Head 2

116

1

Head 4

1

117

1

Upper trunk bruises (not including
shoulder)
Shoulder fracture

3

118

1

Laceration to 25-50% of body

Head 1, face 1, knee
ligament 2
Head 1

119

1

Abdominal sprain or strain

Head 1

1

120

1

Upper leg bruises

Head 1

1

121

1

Abdominal bruises

Head 5

1

122

1

Upper trunk sprain or strain

4

123

1

Nose laceration

Head 5, face 1, L R upper
legs 3, 3
0

124

1
0

Head 4, knee ligament 2,
L leg 2
Head 4, face 1, L leg 2

3

125

Upper trunk bruises (not including
shoulder)
Nose laceration

126

1

Knee bruises

Head 2, face 1

2

127

1

Foot bruises

Head 2

1

128

1

Shoulder bruises

Head 2

1

129

1

Lower leg bruises

5

130

1

Upper trunk fracture

131

1

Ankle fracture

132

0

Nose fracture

133

1

Abdomen fracture

Head 6, face 3, neck 2,
upper leg 3, lower leg 2
Head 6, face 2, neck 1,
upper legs 3, 3, knee
ligament 2, lower leg 2
Head 6, face 2, knee
ligament2
Head 6, face 1, neck 2,
upper legs 3, 3
Head 2, upper legs 3, 3

134

0

Unknown at this time

Head 2

1

135

1

Nose laceration

Head 2

1

136

1

Upper trunk sprain or strain

Head 4

1
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137

1

Ankle sprain or strain

Head 2, neck 1

2

138

1

Ankle sprain or strain

Head 1

1

139

1

Nose fracture

Head 2, upper leg 3

2

140

1

Knee bruises

Head 2, face 1

2

141

1

Upper trunk fracture

Head 6

1

142

1

Hand fracture

Head 5

1

143

1

Shoulder dislocation

4

144

1

Finger sprain or strain

Head 4, face 1, neck 1,
upper leg 3
Head 2

145

1

Elbow fracture

Head 1

1

146

1

Wrist fracture

4

147

1

Neck sprain or strain

148

1

Lower arm fracture

Head 4, upper legs 3, 3,
knee ligament 2
Head 6, face 1, upper
legs 3, 3, knee ligament
2, lower leg 2
Head 6, face 1, knee
ligament 2

149

1

Upper leg laceration

Head 6, face 1, neck 4

3

150

0

Left side subdural hematoma

Head 3

0

151

1

Death due to asphyxiation

Head 2

1

152

1

Head 6, face 1

2

153

1

Head 2

0

154

1

Head 6, face 2, upper leg
3

3

155

2

Death due to severe abdominal injuries –
damage to liver and spleen noted. Victim
was also noted to be unhelmeted at time
of accident.
Death due to head and chest injuries
(helmeted). At scene, blood noted to be
coming from ears. Neck
fracture/dislocation with palpable skull
fracture.
Ankle/foot contusion, bruises, scratches
on both arms, back pain, and a fractured
rib.
Minor cuts and scrapes

Head 5, face 2

2

156

2

Fractured right wrist

Head 4, knee ligament 2

2
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157

1

Bruised left shoulder

0

158

1

Sprained knee

Head 5, face 1

2

159

1

Death due to head trauma

Head 6, face 2, neck 1

2

Table 2. Cases where the same part of body had actual and predicted injuries.
HSE
No.

Actual Personal Damage

10

Concussion

14

Actual Personal
Damage
AIS Coding

Predicted
Personal Damage
AIS abbreviated

2

Head 4

DP crushing, severe head injuries (fatal)

4, 2

Head 3

25

Fractured skull, unconscious

3, 2

Head 3

62

Severe head lacerations

2

Head 1

67

Laceration to forehead

1

Head 5

70

Extensive head injuries (crush)

4

Head 2

92

Concussion, broken collar bone

2, 2

Head 2

100

Fractured skull, arm, punctured ear drum

2, 2, 1

Head 1

150

Left side subdural hematoma

5

Head 3

159

Death due to head trauma
DRI assumes ‘…that head injuries were to
cerebrum with a large edema with total
volume of 30-50cc with midline shift >5mm.
Also assumed linear skull fracture due to
unhelmeted rider.’

4, 2

Head 6

Why was head trauma not simply rated as AIS 6 and why the elaborate detail of ‘assumed’ head
injuries?
In 103 cases the same part of body was not injured in the simulation of 113 cases, i.e. 91% of the
prediction of the body part injured was false.
114 of the injuries recorded in the real life cases did not appear in the simulation (Column A) and
157 of the injuries recorded in the simulations did not occur in the original cases (Column B).
This gives a total of 271 non-corresponding injuries in 113 cases.
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Of the 10 cases where the same part of the body was injured, (head in every case), Cases 25, 62,
92 and 159 could be said to be close enough in severity rating to give a reasonable
correspondence. Therefore in 4 cases out of 113, the simulated injury occurred to the same part
of the body with comparable severity. 4 out of 113 were valid simulations. That gave a validity
of 3.5% or false judgements of 96.5%.
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BITE 4 – PREDICTION FOR ACTUAL FATALITY AND SIMULATED AIS 6 and 5
Did the simulation predict sufficiently accurately at the serious end of the scale? This can be
considered by:
1. Looking at the simulated predictions for actual fatal cases
2. Looking at the actual injuries for cases where the simulation predicted AIS 6, and
3. Looking at the actual injuries for cases where the simulation predicted AIS 5.
Assessment 3. Case by Case Comparison of Actual and Predicted injuries for:
Table 3. Actual Fatalities and Predicted Injuries
Table 4. Actual and Predicted AIS 6 Injuries
Table 5. Actual and Predicted AIS 5 Injuries
Table 3. Actual Fatalities and Predicted UK/US Injuries
HSE Case
Number

Actual

Predicted

14

DP (Deceased Person) – severe head injuries

Head 3, knee 2

24

Fatality

Leg 3

31

Head 2

37

DP (Deceased Person) – not known if from
overturn or shotgun discharge
DP (Deceased Person)

42

Asphyxiation

0

75

Asphyxiation

Chest 1

76

Fatality – crushed

Head 5

151

Asphyxiation

Head 2

152

Abdomen

Head 6, face 1

153

Head and chest injuries, blood from ears, neck
fracture/dislocated, palpable skull fracture
Head trauma

Head 2

Head 3

US Case
Number

159

Head 6, face 2, neck 1

Of the 11 cases only one case, 159, shows good correspondence giving for Table 3, 1 correct
judgement and 10 false judgements i.e. 91% false. Case 76 gives the injury as crushed but does
not nominate the part of body injured. If the crush were to the head, it would give 2 correct out
of 11 and 9 false judgements i.e. 82% false.
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Table 4. Actual and predicted AIS 6 injuries
HSE Case
Number

Actual

Predicted

8

Broken and dislocated ankle 2 + 2

17

Rib injuries 1

Head 6, neck 1, leg 3, knee
2
Head 6, face 1

71

Fractured wrist 2

Head 6, knee 2

112

Elbow fracture 2

Head 6

122

Upper trunk strain 1

Head 6

129

Lower leg bruise 1

Head 6

130

Upper trunk fracture 2

Head 6

131

Ankle fracture 1

Head 6

132

Nose fracture 1

Head 6

141

Upper trunk fracture 2

Head 6

147

Neck strain or sprain 1

Head 6

148

Lower arm fracture 2

Head 6

149

Upper leg laceration 1

Head 6

152

Abdominal injuries 5 (death)

Head 6, face 1

154

Ankle/foot contusion, bruising, scratches 1

Head 6

159

Death due to head trauma 4 & 2

Head 6

US Case
Number

Of these 16 cases where the simulation predicted an injury of severity 6 to the head, only one
case (159) is rated as a correct judgement. 15 out of the 16 predicted injuries were false
positives i.e. 93.5% false judgements that there was a maximum (6) head injury. In the
remaining actual cases there was a 5 for fatal abdominal injuries and 14 cases with an AIS coded
severity rating of 2 or less (6 AIS coded 2 and 8 AIS coded 1).
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Table 5. Actual and Predicted AIS code 5
HSE Case
Number

Actual

Predicted

27

Lacerated left shoulder 1

38

Injured 9 (unknown)

67

Laceration to forehead (helmet came off) 1

Head 5, fractured upper legs
L3, R3
Head 5, L lower leg fracture
2
Head 5

114

Lower arm fracture 2

Head 5

121

Abdominal bruises 1

Head 5

142

Hand fracture 2

Head 5

155

Minor cuts and scrapes 1

Head 5

158

Sprained knee 2

Head 5

US Case
Number

Of these cases 8 cases where all the predicted AIS coded 5 injuries were again to the head, only
one case 67, has possible corresponding injuries. Did the helmet before coming off afford
significant protection from injury? There is no way of knowing.
Only two cases, 152 and 159 appeared in two of the three Tables (3, 4 and 5). Case 159 had
good correspondence while case 152 actually had fatal abdominal injuries while it was predicted
to have a level 6 head injury.
Of the 33 cases given in the three tables above, only one judgement (159) can confidently be said
to be correct. This gives an overall false judgement of 32 of 33 cases i.e. 97% false.
It may have been that the judgements in case 76 (Table 3) and case 67 (Table 5) could have been
correct. This would have given 30 out of 33 false judgements i.e. 91% false.
The quality of the data, 3% correct and 97% false predictive judgements, is such that there can
be no confidence in the simulation results.
From the above case by case comparisons,
there can be no confidence in the judgements of injuries
made on the basis of prediction derived out of simulation.
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BITE 5 – CLARIFICATION OF CONFUSION IN DRI’S
RATING OF ORIGINAL FATALITIES
Three fatalities were rated AIS 6 Maximum.
Two were rated 4, 2 (note the numbers are not additive).
One was rated AIS 5.
Five were rated AIS 9 (unknown or unspecified)
The table below gives the original injury data (actual) and the AIS code given to it.
Table 8. Actual UK/US fatalities with AIS injury codes
HSE Case
Number

Actual

AIS code

14

DP (Deceased person) – severe head injuries

24

Fatality

31
37

DP (Deceased Person)– not known if from overturn
or shotgun discharge
DP (Deceased Person)

42

Asphyxiation

9 (not classifiable)

75

Asphyxiation

9 (not classifiable)

76

Fatality – crushed

4, 2
6
9 (no injury recorded)
9 (no injury recorded)

6

US Case
Number

151

Asphyxiation

152

Abdomen (fatal)

5

153

Head and chest injuries, blood from ears, neck
fracture/dislocated, palpable skull fracture
Head trauma (fatal)

6

159

9 (not classifiable)

4, 2

Only 3 cases were given a 6. Five cases were given 9. On the AIS ratings, 9 = unknown or
unspecified. Two cases were given 9 because no injury description came with the case, only DP
meaning ‘deceased person’. Three asphyxiation cases were given 9 because ’Asphyxia cannot be
coded in AIS’. Asphyxia is a specific result of the occurrence and it results in maximum
consequences i.e. death. It is more useful to classify it as 6 than as ‘unknown or unspecified’.
Either 10 or 11 cases should usefully be classified as AIS 6. If death in Case 31 was from the
shotgun discharge, the case should have been discarded or treated according to the injuries from
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the rollover. From the point of view of validating the simulation, cases in which the site of
injury is not specified (24, 37, 76) are not useful and should be discounted if details of the injury
and its mechanism cannot be obtained.
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BITE 6 - COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL AND SIMULATED INJURIES
BY AIS RATING AND BODY PART
Table 6 is a lengthy table which describes the number of actual injuries from the UK and US
cases which were coded into the AIS scale by DRI. This does not go into full detail. For
example, the 7 AIS level 1 cases for face include 5 cases of injury to the nose (3 cases of
scratches and 2 of broken nose). 120 out of 134 injuries, 89.5%, are low level injuries, AIS 1
and 2
Table 6. Detail of AIS severity coding of actual UK/US injuries by part of body
Part of Body AIS coded

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Head

2

10

1

3

1

-

17

Face

7

-

-

-

-

-

7

Neck

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Head/neck/chest

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

10

10

1

3

1

1

26

Collar bone

-

5

-

-

-

-

5

Shoulder

5

4

-

-

-

-

9

Ribs

4

6

-

-

-

-

10

Chest/upper trunk

4

1

1

-

-

-

6

Vertebra/spinal column

-

1

-

-

1

-

2

Back

5

-

-

-

-

-

5

Kidney

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

Pelvis

-

4

-

-

-

-

4

Asphyxiation

-

-

-

-

-

3

3

19

21

1

-

1

-

45

1

3

-

-

1

-

5

20

24

1

-

2

3

50

Finger

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Hand

1

1

-

-

-

-

2

Wrist

-

7

-

-

-

-

7

Total Head Region

Total trunk region
Abdomen
Total trunk & abdomen
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Elbow

2

3

-

-

-

-

5

Arm

1

4

-

-

-

-

5

5

15

-

-

-

-

20

Foot

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Ankle

6

4

-

-

-

-

10

Lower leg

2

-

-

-

-

-

2

Knee

2

4

-

-

-

-

6

Leg

-

5

-

-

-

-

5

11

13

-

-

-

-

24

Bruising

7

-

-

-

-

-

7

Laceration

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

Minor cuts & scrapes

2

-

-

-

-

-

2

Bruises & lacerations

2

-

-

-

-

-

2

Crushing

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

11

1

-

-

-

1

13

Body part & injury unknown

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

Total body part & injury unknown

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

Total

57

63

2

3

3

6

134

Total upper extremities

Total lower extremities

Total body part unknown

The trunk region has been taken as extending from the base of the neck to the bottom of the
pelvis and excluding the upper and lower extremities. Note the wide range of body part injured
in this region. The simulation did not include prediction of upper extremity injuries. For the
lower extremity, the simulation identified upper leg fracture, knee ligament tear and lower leg
fracture. It did not identify ‘ankle’ where a fracture may well lead to permanent damage.
The above table was compressed to develop Table 7 by placing injuries into the region of the
body injured, rather than the component of the body injured.
Table 7 gives a summary of the actual UK/US injuries as coded on the AIScale (1 minor to 6
maximum).
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Table 7. Summary of AIS severity coding of actual UK/US injuries by part of body
Part of Body AIS coded

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Head

2

10

1

3

1

-

17

Face

7

-

-

-

-

-

7

Neck

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Head/neck/chest

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

10

10

1

3

1

1

26

Trunk & abdomen

20

24

1

-

2

3

50

Upper extremities

5

15

-

-

-

-

20

Lower extremities

11

13

-

-

-

-

24

Body part unknown

11

1

-

-

-

1

13

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

57

63

2

3

3

6

134

Total Head Region

Body part & injury unknown
Total

Table 9 presents the injuries predicted by simulating the cases whose actual injuries were given
in Table 7.
Table 9. Predicted injuries from simulation of UK and US rollovers
Part of Body AIS coded

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Head

15

33

13

13

9

16

99

Face

19

7

1

-

-

-

27

Neck

4

2

1

1

-

-

8

38

42

15

14

9

16

134

Trunk

3

-

1

-

-

-

4

Legs

-

18

25

-

-

-

43

41

60

41

14

9

16

181

Total Head Region

Total

Compare the injuries in Table 9 with those in Table 7.
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Head Only
Increase from a total of 17 head scores to 99 i.e.5.8 times increase.
Two cases in Table 7 score both a 4 and a 2 for head so 15 cases increase 15 to 99 i.e. a 6.6 times
increase. Examine the changes in severity.
1 AIS head coded 5 or 6 in Table 7; 25 in Table 9 i.e. a 25 times increase.
Trunk
Reduction in total from 50 in Table 7 to 4 in Table 9 i.e. a 12.5 times decrease.
Examine the changes in severity. 5 AIS coded 5 or 6 in Table 7; 0 in Table 9, AIS coded 5 or 6
eliminated.
Face
Increase from 7 in Table 7 to 27 in Table 9 i.e. a 3.8 timers increase.
Neck
Increase from 1 in Table 7 to 8 in Table 9.
The head/chest/neck case separately treated in Table 7 was described as ‘death due to head and
chest injuries. At scene, blood noted to be coming from ears. Neck fracture/dislocation with
palpable skull fracture.’ It is uncertain whether the brain injury or neck injury could each
separately have been sufficient to cause death, or what part the chest injuries played. For these
reasons, it has been treated separately. Its effect on the above comparisons would change detail,
but not the overall thrust of the argument.
Upper Extremities
These injuries, 20 at AIS code 1 and 2 in Table 7 were not considered in the simulation.
Lower extremities
In simulation, the wide range of injuries seen in Table 6 has been reduced to fracture of the upper
leg AIS code 3, knee ligament tear AIS code 2 and fracture of the lower leg AIS code 2. From
24 AIS code 1 and 2 cases in Table 7, it is assumed there were no upper leg fractures in the
original US/UK sample. Table 9 has 25 upper leg fractures.
Just as the case by case Assessments in Bite 3 revealed a negligible relationship between original
and simulated injuries, this assessment of overall summary of injury predicted by the simulation
of the UK/US cases in terms of the actual injuries, shows a poor relationship and a severe bias
increasing emphasis on the head and decreasing, virtually eliminating, trunk injuries. This bias
is so severe, it, by itself, invalidates the findings based on this work. This is examined in more
detail with the aid of Tables 12 and 13 in Bite 8 ‘Three-way Comparison of Injury - Actual,
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Simulated and V-Bar Fitted’. The invalidating effect of the dominance of AIS 1 and AIS 2 is
explained in Bite 15 ‘Relative Amount of Damage by Severity Level’.
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BITE 7 - COMPARISON OF SIMULATED INJURIES WITHOUT AND WITH THE
ROBERTSON V-BAR
Repetition of Table 9
Table 9. Predicted injuries from simulation of UK and US rollovers
Part of Body AIS coded

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Head

15

33

13

13

9

16

99

Face

19

7

1

-

-

-

27

Neck

4

2

1

1

-

-

8

38

42

15

14

9

16

134

Trunk

3

-

1

-

-

-

4

Legs

-

18

25

-

-

-

43

41

60

41

14

9

16

181

Total Head Region

Total

Table 10 presents the prediction of injuries by the same simulation as used in Table 9 but with
the Robertson V-Bar fitted to the quad bike.
Table 10. AIS predicted injuries for part of body with Robertson V-Bar fitted
Part of Body AIS coded

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Head

17

22

6

14

14

11

84

Face

21

13

1

-

-

-

35

Neck

5

2

-

-

-

-

7

43

37

7

14

14

11

126

Trunk (thoracic)

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Abdomen

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Leg

-

18

17

-

-

-

35

44

55

24

14

14

11

162

Total Head Region

Total

In evaluating the decrease and increase in injury, DRI did so case by case. In 99 cases of head
injury there is the opportunity to gain credit by reducing the AIS rating of the injury, which the
V-Bar did by reducing the number of AIS coded 6 from 16 to 11. The increase of AIS coded 5
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head injuries from 9 to 14 is difficult to interpret as none, some or all may be a result of reducing
a 6 and none, some or all may be a result of increasing a lower AIS coded injury.
There would have been from the original UK/US sample (Table 7 Bite 6), 26 opportunities of
reducing head injuries, with 20 of those being AIS 1 or 2. From the injuries predicted by
simulation (Table 9), there was the opportunity to reduce 99 head injuries, with 25 of them being
AIS 5 or 6.
Again, in the original UK/US sample (Table 8), there were 50 opportunities for reducing trunk
injuries, 44 of them being AIS 1 or 2 and 5 opportunities at AIS level 5 or 6. The predicted trunk
injuries from the simulation (Table 9) total 4, with 3 AIS 1 and 1 AIS 3. The trunk injuries for
the V-Bar simulation total one AIS 1.
The V-Bar injuries are being compared with those predicted by simulation, not with the original
UK/US injuries. The simulation greatly increases head injuries and greatly decreases trunk
injuries. The V-Bar does not have very much opportunity to gain credit points by reducing trunk
injuries because the simulation has removed 46 of the 50 trunk injuries including the 5 coded
AIS 5 and 6.
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BITE 8 - THREEWAY COMPARISON OF INJURY – ACTUAL, SIMULATED
AND V-BAR FITTED
Assessment 5. Overall three way comparison of severity of injury.
Table 11 presents the number of cases at each AIS level for each of the three sets of data.
Original UK/US injuries, Injuries predicted by simulation of the original UK/US injuries and
injuries predicted with the V-Bar fitted.
Table 11. Comparison of actual injuries in UK/US cases with predictions from simulation
without and with the Robertson V-Bar
AIS Injury
Code

AIS Descriptor

Actual
Injury

Prediction
from
simulation of
Original

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

V-Bar
minus
simulated

1

Minor

57

41

44

+3

2

Moderate

63

60

55

-5

3

Serious

2

41

24

-17

4

Severe

3

14

14

0

5

Critical

3

9

14

+5

6

Maximum

6

16

11

-5

134

181

162

-19

Assessment 6. Three way comparison of AIS severity coding for specific body part
The following Tables 12-18 compare the AIS codes according to the part of body injured for all
three data sets.
Table 12 presents the AIS severity scores for the head and Table 13 presents the AIS scores for
the trunk. These two tables (12 and 13) have been put one after the other to contrast the changes
from the original to the simulation predicted.
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Table 12. Number of HEAD injuries by severity level for each data set
AIS Injury
Code

AIS Descriptor

Actual Injury

Prediction from
simulation of
Actual

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

1

Minor

2

15

17

2

Moderate

10

33

22

3

Serious

1

13

6

4

Severe

3

13

14

5

Critical

1

9

14

6

Maximum

-

16

11

Table 13. Number of TRUNK injuries by severity level for each data set
AIS Injury
Code

AIS Descriptor

Actual Injury

Prediction from
simulation of
Actual

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

1

Minor

20

3

1

2

Moderate

24

-

-

3

Serious

1

1

-

4

Severe

-

-

-

5

Critical

2

-

-

6

Maximum

3

-

-

Contrast the changes in numbers from Column 1 to Column 2 for HEAD with the changes from
Column 1 to Column 2 for TRUNK. There is a clear increase for HEAD and a large decrease for
TRUNK.
HEAD (total) 17 – 99
TRUNK (total) 50 – 4
No frame can gain many credit points for reducing TRUNK (crush?) injuries since the simulation
virtually eliminated them, reducing the remaining AIS scores to low AIS levels.
Many more credit points are available for HEAD injuries. This poses two relevant questions.
What in the simulation created the increased head injuries? What in the simulation eliminated
the trunk injuries? The evidence that sufficient helmets were worn in the original cases to
explain the difference has not been seen.
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Tables 14-18 are presented below without individual comment.
Table 14. Number of FACE injuries by severity level for each data set
AIS Injury
Code

AIS Descriptor

Actual Injury

Prediction from
simulation of
Actual

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

1

Minor

7

19

21

2

Moderate

-

7

13

3

Serious

-

1

1

4

Severe

-

-

-

5

Critical

-

-

-

6

Maximum

-

-

-

Table 15. Number of NECK injuries by severity level for each data set
AIS Injury
Code

AIS Descriptor

Actual Injury

Prediction from
simulation of
Actual

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

1

Minor

1

4

5

2

Moderate

-

2

2

3

Serious

-

1

-

4

Severe

-

1

-

5

Critical

1

-

-

6

Maximum

-

-

-
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Table 16. Summary of HEAD REGION (head + face + neck) injuries by severity level for
each data set
AIS Injury
Code

AIS Descriptor

Actual Injury

Prediction from
simulation of
Actual

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

1

Minor

10

38

43

2

Moderate

10

42

37

3

Serious

1

15

7

4

Severe

3

14

14

5

Critical

1

9

14

6

Maximum

1

16

11

Table 17. Number of UPPER EXTREMITIES injuries by severity level for each data set
AIS Injury
Code

AIS Descriptor

Actual Injury

Prediction from
simulation of
Actual

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

1

Minor

5

-

-

2

Moderate

15

-

-

3

Serious

-

-

-

4

Severe

-

-

-

5

Critical

-

-

-

6

Maximum

-

-

-
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Table 18. Number of LOWER EXTREMITIES injuries by severity level for each data set
AIS Injury
code

AIS Descriptor

Actual Injury

Prediction from
simulation of
Actual

Prediction
with V-Bar
fitted

1

Minor

11

-

-

2

Moderate

13

18

18

3

Serious

-

25

17-4

4

Severe

-

-

-

5

Critical

-

-

-

6

Maximum

-

-

-

Note in Table 18 the increase in number and severity of leg injuries from original to predicted by
simulation is in total from 24 to 43 and up a severity level. Also note 8 upper leg fractures
avoided by fitment of the V-Bar. This leads to a curiosity of the simulation, illustrated in Bite 9
‘Spurious Results of Simulation’.
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BITE 9 - SPURIOUS RESULTS OF SIMULATION
Relationship between helmet wearing and leg injuries
In Bites 6, Table 7, actual UK injuries showed for leg injuries, 11 of AIS 1 and 13 of AIS 2,
giving 24 leg injuries. In Table 9, the simulated leg injuries gave 25 of AIS 1 and 18 of AIS 2,
giving 43 leg injuries. The following may give some insight into possible reasons for the
increase in number and severity.
Assessment 7. Influence of helmet on leg injuries
In case 130 (run 200) riding without a helmet
R and L upper leg fractured, R and L knee ligament tear and L lower leg fracture
In case 130 (run 200) riding with a helmet
R upper leg fracture
In case 94 (run 106) riding without a helmet
No leg injuries
In case 94 riding (run 106) with a helmet
R and L upper leg fracture R and L lower leg fracture
In 50 out of the 113 cases, leg injuries changed according to whether helmets were worn or not
worn.
Table 19 below gives details of injuries in the 50 cases. In one further case, Run 203, the upper
left leg fractured (unhelmeted) 2.121 seconds into the run; when helmeted, the rider’s upper leg
fractured 4.496 seconds into the run, 2.375 seconds later. These are regarded as different injuries
– different mechanisms.
Table 19. Comparison of leg injuries for helmeted and unhelmeted riders
N.B. The runs are part of series 82001 to 82304
Run No.

A - Helmeted

B - Unhelmeted

005

0

Lower leg 2

006

0

R upper leg 3 L knee 2

015

0

L upper leg 3

016

0

L knee 2

018

R knee 2

0

032

L upper leg 3

R upper leg 3 L upper leg 3

044

L upper leg 3

0
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047

R knee

0

062

R upper leg 3

0

073

R upper leg 3

R upper leg 3 L lower leg 2

077

0

R knee 2

105

L upper leg 3

0

106

L & R upper leg 3,3 L & R lower leg 2,2

0

111

0

R knee 2

124

R upper leg 3

0

127

0

R lower leg 2

130

L knee 2

0

136

L & R upper leg 3,3 R lower leg 2

0

138

L & R leg 3,3

0

140

0

L upper leg 3

148

R lower leg 2

R knee 2

178

L & R upper leg 3,3 R Knee 2
L & R lower leg 2,2

L & R upper leg 3,3

184

0

R knee 2 L & R knee 2,2

185

0

L upper leg 3
L & R knee 2,2

186

0

R lower leg 2

197

L upper leg 3 L lower leg 2

0

198

0

R upper leg 3 L lower leg 2

199

0

R knee 2 L lower leg 2

200

R upper leg 3

R & L upper leg 3,3
R & L knee 2,2
L lower leg 2

201

L knee 2

0

202

L upper leg 3

R knee 2

208

0

R & L upper leg 3,3
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212

R & L upper leg 3,3

0

215

L upper leg 3

L upper leg 3 L lower leg 3

230

R upper leg 3 L knee 2

0

231

R knee 2

0

243

L knee 2

0

244

R upper leg 3

0

253

R upper leg 3 L knee 2

R & L upper leg 3,3

254

R & L upper leg 3,3

256
257

R & L upper leg 3,3 R & L knee 2,2
R & L lower leg 2,2
L lower leg 2

R & L upper leg 3,3
R knee 2
R & L upper leg 3,3 R knee 2
R & L lower leg 2,2
0

259

0

R upper leg 3 R knee 2

271

R upper leg 3

272

L upper leg 3 L knee 2
R & L lower leg 2,2
R & L lower leg 2,2

273

L upper leg 3

0

277

L upper leg 3 R knee 2 L lower leg 2

278

L upper leg 3 R knee 2 L lower leg 2

L upper leg 3 R knee 2
R & L lower leg 2,2
R knee 2

303

R upper leg 3 R & L lower leg 2,2

R upper leg 3 R lower leg 2

304

R upper leg 3 R knee 2
R & L lower leg 2,2

0

R upper leg 3

An Explanation of Some of the Extra Upper Leg Fractures
In 5 cases, both with and without the V-Bar, the right upper leg is fractured in less than 0.1
seconds into the run and is the first event in the simulation. This is consistent with the leg being
struck by the handlebar. In one case without a frame, the left lower leg is also broken. Table 20
shows leg fractures in simulation runs from being struck by handle bars. No such injuries, which
came from a front wheel striking a large object, existed in the original UK/US sample.
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Table 20. Leg fractures from handle bar kickbacks in simulation
Run
82---

Fracture

Time (secs)

025

R upper leg

026

-

027

R upper leg

.094

028

R upper leg

.078

031

L upper leg

.075

032

R & L upper leg

073

R upper leg

.081

074

R upper leg

.066

227

R upper leg

.083

228

R upper leg

.068

.097

Description

UK 23 wheel hit 21” high boulder
19kph

-

.097, .092

UK 24 wheel hit 21” high obstruction
19kph

UK 27 hit 36” high piece of
equipment

UK 69 hit 36” high piece of
equipment 38kph

USA case

It has been argued that the difference in leg injury with helmet wearing/not wearing is a result of
the helmet changing the person’s centre of gravity and moment of inertia. While that certainly
does happen, the effects are not seen as a credible explanation. Non-human characteristics of the
manikin or simulation model used are strongly suspected of being a more plausible explanation.
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BITE 10 - COMPARISON OF SIMULATION INPUT WITH UK OVERTURNING
DESCRIPTIONS
The descriptive component supplied by the UK Health and Safety Executive for 59 cases of how
overturning came about has been extracted from the full description and are contained in the left
major column of Table 11 under the heading ‘Actual’. The right major column contains the data
understood to be input into the simulation. The UK Health and Executive Case Number is in the
left column. The next two columns are marked according to whether the simulation is judged to
match or not to match the description of the actual occurrence. Two questions are needed to
further explore the comparison.
Question 1. Is there sufficient information from the actual occurrence to enable appropriate
input into the simulation?
For example, in Case 19, ‘…disoriented due to gradient and snow’ gives insufficient descriptive
data to produce the simulation input of ‘…travelling at 20mph on a soft smooth low friction 15º
slope at a heading of 45º’.
The test is whether it is possible to select the parameters to give a sufficiently accurate
simulation.
Question 2. Is there sufficient information given from the actual cases to discipline and control
the person’s input of data into the simulation?
In 52 of 59 cases, the actual and simulation input descriptions are seen as not matching or not
sufficiently matching, 5 cases are seen as sufficiently matching.
Slopes are yet to be checked for Cases 42 and 81.
The second column from the right lists the numerical values created for the purpose of each
simulation run. The choice of slope, speed, sizes of objects and ditches and angles of approach
can all have a strong effect on outcome.
Zellner et al (undated Ref. No. F2006D198) produced a draft document of the information input
to the simulation which includes some details.
Information was fed into each case for two soil properties, surface hardness and nominal friction
coefficient. Surface hardness, ground contact stiffness, was fed in as hard, soft or mixed. The
coefficient of friction was fed in as 0.00, 0.75, 1.25 or mixed.
In 26 cases a soft contact surface has been paired with a coefficient of friction of 0.75 and in
Table 11 is referred to as Surface A.
In 8 cases a hard contact surface has been paired with a coefficient of friction of 1.00 and in
Table 11 is referred to as Surface B.
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In 23 cases both the surface and coefficient of friction are referred to as Mixed and these cases
are referred to as having Surface M.
In one case, 33, a soft contact surface is paired with a coefficient of friction of 1.25 and is
designated Surface A+.
In one case, 69, a soft contact surface is paired with a coefficient of 0.00 and the surface is
designated as Surface A-.
The variety of terrain involved in the simulation is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 taken from
Zellner et al Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. The number for the terrain used is given in each
description input.
Figure 5. Figure 4 ‘Simulated Ground Terrain Type’ Zellner et al
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Figure 6. Figure 6 ‘Simulated Obstacles’ Zellner et al

Table 11. Actual description of overturnings and input to simulation of UK cases
Input taken from Zellner et al F2006D198 except where noted with † which are from
Van Auken and Zellner October 2006
HSE
No.

Match

No
Match

1
*
2
*

8
*
9
*
10
*
11
*
12
*

Actual Description

Overturned into ditch,
landed on injured person

Overturned sideways,
traversing uneven grass
bank
Diagonal up & across
steep bank, sideways O/T

On farm track, front wheel
hit kerb, O/T
Traversing field at speed,
failed to slow to negotiate
embankment. O/T
2 children 11y.o., mounted
bank, O/T

Front nearside wheel
mounted stone, O/T
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Numbers
Created

Input to Simulation

25kph
30º
900mm
30º
6.4kph
30º
75mm

25kph on surface M, terrain
1, at 30º into 900mm deep
30º sloped ditch bank,
overturned into ditch
Travelling 6.4kph on
surface A, terrain 0, across
30ºslope, surface variations
75mm high, O/T sideways
6.4kph at -30º up 45º slope
on surface A, terrain 0,hit
75mm bump, O/T

6.4kph
-30ºangle
45ºslope
75mm bump
50kph
50kph, surface M, terrain 3,
15ºangle
hit 150mm kerb at 15º
150mm kerb
38kph
1.8m
30ºangle
45ºslope
13kph
1.8m
30ºangle
45ºslope
19kph
600mm
stone

38kph, surface M, terrain 1,
1.8m embankment at 30º
angle, 45ºslope
13kph, on surface M, terrain
1, up 1.8m embankment at
30º, 45º slope
19kph on surface A, terrain
0, hit 600mm stone
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14
*
17

18

*

*

19
*
22
*

23
*

Descending 45ºslope on
rough pasture, overturned
endways

13kph
75mm

13kph surface A, terrain 0,
directly down 45º into75mm
hollow

Overturned backwards on
45ºslope

3.2kph
45ºslope

Driven on hilly ground,
dusk, O/T

19kph
30º slope
150mm
bump
19kph
45ºangle
15ºslope

3.2kph travelling uphill on
surface B, terrain 0,
45ºslope, O/T backwards
Travelling 19kph on surface
A, terrain 0, hilly country,
150mm bump

Driver disoriented due to
gradient and snow, O/T
Stopped on 20ºslope
adjacent to gully, brake
held by hand, rolled back
over gully edge O/T
sideways
Offside front wheel struck
boulder on farm track O/T

19kph on surface A, terrain
0, at 45ºangle, down
15ºslope

No slope
12.8kph
-15ºangle
1.8m ditch
45ºslope
25kph
500mm
boulder

Rolling back at 12.8kph on
surface M, terrain 1, at angle
-15º into a 1.8m ditch with
at 45º slope
25kph on surface A, terrain
0, hit 500mm boulder

24

*

O/T after hitting
obstruction

25kph
600mm

25ph on surface A, terrain 0
hit 600mm obstruction

25

*

O/T near side wheel was
buckled

38kph
450mm

38kph on surface A, terrain
0, 450mm obstruction

27
*
29
*

31
*

33
*

O/T after collision with
stationary equipment

38kph
38kph on surface M, terrain
900mm high 3 hit 900mm high
45ºangle
equipment at angle 45º†

Travelling over pasture,
mounted rise, O/T to right

38kph
38kph surface M, terrain 1,
120ºangle
hit 900mm rise at angle 120º
900mm high 15º slope O/T
15ºslope

Rough narrow track,
holding load on rear
carrier one handed, lost
control, ran over
embankment causing O/T,
shotgun discharged (bang)
Up 12º slope, O/T
rearwards
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25kph
7.5ºangle
30ºslope
900mm

25kph on surface M, terrain
1, down 900mm
embankment at angle 7.5º,
slope 30º, lost control, O/T

19kph
19kph up surface A+, terrain
12ºslope
0, 12º slope, 300mm deep
300mmdeep discontinuity, O/T rearwards
discontinuity
final slope
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34

Struck stump, O/T
*

36
*

37
*
38
*

39
*

Up rough hillside, fencing
timber roped to quadbike,
O/T

37º
22kph
500mm
boulder

6.4 kph
30º slope
300mm

Blown off road into ditch
(general transport)

*

42

46

*

50
*

51
*

6.4kph up surface B, terrain
0, 30º slope, hit 300mm
deep discontinuity, O/T
backwards

50kph
7.5ºangle
900mm deep
30º slope
Somersaulted after striking
50kph
90ºangle
rut at 48kph
450mm deep
rut
45ºslope

50kph on surface M, terrain
1, at 7.5º angle into 900mm
deep ditch with 30º slopes

Descending 30º slope,
struck boulder O/T

22kph across surface A,
terrain 0, at 135º angle, 30º
slope, struck 300mm high
boulder and O/T
any injuries?
across

22kph
300mm
boulder

descending
40

22kph on surface A, terrain
0, hit 500mm stump, O/T

Traversing steep ground,
O/T laterally

50kph on surface M, terrain
1, at angle 90º into 450mm
deep ditch, with 45º slopes
ditch?

3.2kph
3.2kph on surface A, terrain
30ºslope
0, across 30º slope, uneven
75mm bump surface 75mm
uneven

Chain harrowing grassland
down 15º slope with 19º
cross slope, fell from bike

3.2kph

3.2kph on surface A, terrain
0, towing chain harrows
across & down 30º slope, at
angle of 30º, rider fell off

O/T

25kph

25kph on surface A, terrain
0, O/T

7.5 y.o. lost control, O/T
backwards

O/T on steep slope after
hitting obstruction
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13kph
13kph on surface B, terrain
30º slope
0, 30º slope, hit 150mm
150mm drop drop, O/T backwards
drop
6.4kph
30ºslope
150mm

6.4kph on surface A, terrain
0, 30º slope, hit 150mm
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high obstruction O/T
25kph
30ºangle
900mm deep
30º sides
6.4kph

25kph on surface M, terrain
1, at 30º to 900mm deep
ditch with 30º sides

*

Hit small vertical edge on
slope, flipped over
backwards
vertical edge

9.6kph
30ºslope
150mm

9.6kph up surface B, terrain
0, on 30º slope, hit 150mm
deep drop, O/T backwards
300mm deep drop

45º slope

*

Parked cross steep slope,
leant over to access
toolbox, Orr on him
(assumed O/T)

Parked on surface A, terrain
0, on 45º slope

*

Drove across grassed slope
15º increased to 30º,
wheels spun, halted,
slipped back and O/T

-13kph
45ºangle
15-45º slope

Crossing surface A, terrain
0, at 45º angle on 15-45º
slope, slid backwards at
13kph and O/T

O/T on 25º slope

9.6kph
30º slope
75mm

9.6kph on surface A, terrain
0, across 30º slope, uneven
surface with 75mm upwards
variations

56

Drove into open ditch
*

59

O/T ascending 43º slope

*

61

62

63

65
*

6.4kph on surface B, terrain
0, up 45º slope, O/T
backwards

67

*

Lost control, O/T

32kph

32kph on surface A, terrain
0, O/T

69

*

Lost control, hit tree, O/T

32kph
750mm

32kph on surface A-, terrain
0, hit 750mm bump

70

*

Negotiating a newly made
roadside embankment,
O/T and fell on him

13kph on surface M, terrain
1, at 30º angle hit 900mm
embankment with 30º slope

71

*

Lost control on farm track
and O/T

13kph
30º angle
900mm
30ºslope
50kph

72
*
74

Steered off road, fell off,
struck by rear wheel (no
O/T described)
Farm road at 32kph,
braked hard, flipped
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100mm ruts

50kph on surface M, terrain
2, with 100mm ruts

25kph
100mm ruts

25kph on surface M, terrain
2, 100mm ruts

-

32kph on surface B, terrain
0, braked heavily,
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forward

*
75
*

76
*

overturned forward

Drove over embankment
into deep ditch (front
brakes inoperable, front
wheel bearings collapsed),
veh. fell on top of him.

25kph
30º angle
1.8m bank
30º slope

25kph on surface M, terrain
1, angle 30º to 1.8m bank
sloped 30º

Rounding up sheep, O/T
laterally into culvert

25kph
30º angle
1.8m
30º banks

25kph on surface M, terrain
1, angle 30º into 1.8m ditch
with 30º banks

Fell off ramps during
loading onto pickup truck

3.2kph
22.5º ramps
veered 85º
angle
1.2m drop

Travelling forward surface
M, terrain 5, at 3.2kph up
22.5º ramp, veered off
85ºand fell d1 = 1.2m, d2 =
150mm?

Loaded with fencing
stakes, hit obstruction at
slow speed on 30º
downhill, somersaulted
forward

9.6kph
150mm

9.6kph down surface A,
terrain 0, 30º slope, hit
150mm deep drop and O/T
forward

Descending 25-30º slope
loaded on front & rear
carrying points, O/T

13kph
75º angle
150mm

13kph down surface A,
terrain 0, at angle 75º down
30º slope, hit 150mm
obstruction, O/T (which
way?)

6.4kph
45ºangle
150mm deep
600mm long
pothole

6.4kph down surface M,
terrain 4, at angle of 45º
down 30º slope, hit 150mm
deep x 600mm long pot
hole, O/T
pothole

9.6kph
45ºslope

9.6kph on surface B, terrain
0, directly up 45º slope, O/T
backwards

O/T laterally into culvert
78
*

79
*

80
*

81
*

Descending 20-25º slope
at an angle, front offside
wheel went into ditch, O/T
in ditch
ditch

82
*

83
*
88

Carrying fencing material
up 45º slope, trapped
under quadbike when load
slipped
fencing material load
Slid out of control on
hillside, O/T sideways
Reversing up portable
ramps onto pickup truck,
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ran into and O/T in ditch

no load
6.4kph
30º

6.4kph on surface A, terrain
0, with 30º slope, slid
sideways 6.4kph, O/T

3.2kph
22.5º ramps

3.2kph on 22.5º ramps
surface M, terrain 5, veered
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veered 85º
angle
1.2m drop
29kph
-5kph
sideways

85º off ramps and fell d1 =
1.2m d2 = 150mm?

13kph
30º slope
150mm
600mm

13kph on surface M, terrain
4, across 30º slope, hit
pothole 150mm deep and
600mm long

*

Negotiating corner too
fast, O/T, new tyres,
greater grip

48kph
6kph

48kph on surface B, terrain
0, slid sideways at 6kph
O/T†

*

O/T trapping rider

29kph

29kph on surface A, terrain
0, O/T

Turning downhill across
40º slope O/T

2.2kph
45º angle
45º? slope
1.5kph

2.2kph down surface A,
terrain 0, at angle 45º down
45º slope, turned & slid
sideways at 1.5kph, O/T

12 y.o. ran into fence, O/T

41kph
15º angle
900mm

41h on surface M, terrain 3,
hit a 900mm high piece of
equipment at angle of 15º
piece of equipment

32kph

32kph on surface A, terrain
0, slid sideways at 6.4kph,
O/T
35kph, on surface M, terrain
1, hit at angle 120º 900mm
embankment with 15º slope
and O/T
29kph on surface M, terrain
2, farm track with 100mm
ruts, O/T

toppled over

*

91
*

92

*

94

95
96

*

97

Lost control, O/T knocked
from vehicle (trail too
advanced for novices)
knocked from vehicle
Sloping field, hit pothole,
O/T

*
fence
100

*

Lost control, then O/T

*

Went over small rise, fell
off, quadbike landed on
top of him

103

105
*

O/T on frozen rutted farm
track

35kph
120ºangle
900mm
15º slope
29kph
100mm ruts

29kph on surface A, terrain
0, slid sideways -5kph and
O/T
no ‘knocked from’

The discrepancy between actual injuries and the predicted injuries is so large that every aspect of
the simulation must be challenged and explored. One obvious problem area is the simulation
input data. There are a total of approximately 156 numerical values added to the description.
The computer of course needs these values to run a simulation. The question is how can these
input values be justified or explained as nearly every numerical value can considerably alter the
outcome.
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Zellner has indicated that ‘a minimum of 17 key variables are needed to test or simulate an
overturn. The UK/US database had a minimum of 2 variables and a maximum of 17 variables
and an average of 8 variables (substantially more than this for the US cases and substantially
less than this for the UK cases) recorded by the UK and US government investigators for each of
the 113 cases.’
This is interpreted as meaning that someone other than the investigators had to supply over half
the missing variables required for simulations and at least in one case had to supply 15 of the 17
variables. Who supplied the quantifications for the variables and how were the necessary
numerical values determined?
The UK cases required substantially more than 9 items per case and the US substantially fewer.
Based on my research into tractor fatalities, I know of no way to fill in the missing variables
other than to do better quality investigations so objective reliable numbers can be determined,
where possible, from on site investigations. In Bite 13 ‘Misuse – a Feeling/Valuing Term – Has
Affect’, judgements of speeds illustrate incorrect estimation of a variable. Immediately below
Table 4.1 of my tractor thesis (pp. 56) is the following:
‘The speed of the tractor has been taken as the maximum speed for the gear in which the tractor
was found after the accident. The tabulated speeds may therefore be high since some tractors
will have been moving with lower engine speeds. Comparison of the estimated speed asked for
in the report and the gear speeds usually showed the reported speed to be much higher than the
tractor could attain in that gear.’
Reported estimates have therefore been disregarded. These were skilled investigators, Police or
Department of Labour investigators reporting incorrect speeds.
The bias which comes from feeling/valuing judgements almost always moves in the direction of
the popular stereotype e.g. tractors overturn at higher speeds.
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BITE 11 - DYNAMIC RESEARCH INC. RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION
Firstly, the injury results of the simulated 113 overturnings of quad bikes have never been
validated, bear negligible resemblance to real life injuries and therefore are strictly irrelevant to
safety consideration.
The claim that the work is not a simulation of actual rollovers but is a ‘biomechanical study’ is
seen as meaningless using ‘biomechanical’ as a Weasel Word.
However, the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries makes claims based on Dynamic
Research Inc’s (DRI) work which are not supported by DRI’s written words. Below is presented
the findings for DRI’s evaluation of ‘…the Robertson V-Bar ROPS’ and later their findings on 5
other structures – Dahle, Johnson, T-Bar, U-Bar and MUARC.
The Robertson V-Bar results are taken from pp. 10-11 of ‘An Assessment of the Effects of the
Robertson V-Bar ROPS on the Risk of Rider Injury due to Overturns Resulting from ATV
Misuse’. This case is discussed in detail as it is the only one where the full report has been
perused. The arguments put forward can be generalized, with consideration of detail to the other
structures.
‘The injury risk/benefit results in terms of the normalized injury costs (ICnorm) of the V-Bar
ATV ROPS in comparison to the baseline ATV, for the 113 ATV accident scenarios with and
without rider helmet use are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of injury risk/benefit analysis results, V-Bar ATV ROPS vs baseline ATV,
113 ATV accident scenarios, normalized injury costs
Baseline ATV
Helmet:
Yes
No5)

V-Bar ROPS ATV
Helmet:
Yes
No5)

Risk/Benefit3 (%)
ICnorm4)
99 [53, 192]
71 [41, 137]

The results in Table 2 indicate that the injury risk/benefit percentages of the V-Bar ROPS, across
these conditions of intended use and foreseeable misuse, in terms of normalized injury cost
(ICnorm), are:
With helmet, 99 [53, 192] percent, which means that the injury risks from the ROPS are
excessively large and nearly equal to (i.e., 99 percent of) the injury benefits from the
ROPS; and that any net benefit is not statistically significant71), and
With no helmet, 71 [41, 137] percent, which means that the injury risks from the ROPS
are excessively large in comparison to the injury benefits from the ROPS (i.e., ISO
13232-5 guidelines are that risk/benefit percentage for safety devices should be less than
7 percent); and that any net benefit is not statistically significant.’
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The results for the other 5 structures are taken from ‘Injury Risk-Benefit Analysis of Rollover
Protection Systems (ROPS) for All Terrain Vehicles (ATVs) Using Computer Simulation, FullScale Testing and ISO 13232’ by Zellner et al, Dynamic Research Inc., United States of
America.
‘As indicated in Figs 6 to 10, in all cases it was found that either the ROPS had no statistically
significant net injury benefit (i.e., the injury risks from the device were approximately equal in
magnitude to the injury benefits from the device), or if there was a ROPS net benefit, then the
ROPS risk/benefit percentage was much greater than 12%. This finding was true for all five
ROPS, for both helmeted and unhelmeted cases, and for all body regions, as well as for total
injury cost, ICnorm.
These results are further summarized in Table 5. This indicates that for the Dahle ROPS, there
is no net benefit, except for the unhelmeted/belted cases, for which, with an injury risk/benefit
percentage of 70% the injury risks are much larger than ISO 13232 guidelines, i.e., for the
Dahle ROPS, for every 10 injuries prevented by the ROPS there are 7 injuries caused by the
ROPS. For the Johnson ROPS, there is also a net benefit for the belted cases, although for both
helmeted/belted and unhelmeted/belted the injury risks in comparison to the benefits are far
above the ISO guidelines. The T-Bar and U-Bar ROPS generally have injury risks about equal
in magnitude to injury benefits, the only exception being that the T-Bar in the unhelmeted case
has some net benefit, but with very high injury risk compared to benefit, far above those (7% to
12%) levels of acceptable safety devices in the ISO guidelines. The MUARC ROPS has the
greatest injury risk overall, with the injury risks generally being greater than the injury benefits,
except in the unhelmeted/belted case, in which the injury risks in comparison to the benefits are
far greater than the ISO guidelines.
Table 5. Summary of ICnorm Risk/Benefit Results for Five ROPS
ROPS

Helmeted

Unhelmeted
Belted
Unbelted
Belted
Unbelted
Dahle
NSD1)
NSD
70%2)
NSD
Johnson
50%
NSD
37%
NSD
T-Bar
NA
NSD
NA
66%
U-Bar
NA
NSD
NA
NSD
MUARC
174%
147%
75%
142%
1) “NSD” denotes no significant difference between ‘Net Benefit’ and zero, i.e., the net
benefit is effectively zero.
2) % value indicates risk/benefit percentage. % value greater than 100% indicates that
injury risks are greater than injury benefits.’
From the six (6) machines tested, only the MUARC has shown an increase in injury 174%,
147%, 142%. (Greater than 100% indicates increase in injury is greater than the decrease in
injury.) Only for the unhelmeted and belted case does MUARC show a decrease – 75%.
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With all other devices (Dahle, Johnson, T-Bar, U-Bar and Robertson V-Bar) DRI’s evaluation
shows either a decrease of injury or no statistically significant difference exists. The predictions
based on simulation cannot say one way or the other.
Why then are statements such as the Federal Chamber of Automotive Industry (FCAI) claiming
‘the distributors are deeply concerned that, by doing so, you: ‘Place at risk the safety of any of
their customers who purchase your device, having regard to the clear evidence that the device is
unsafe and more likely to cause than to ameliorate harm to ATV users;..’ made with regard to the
Robertson V-Bar (now Quad Bar) when, as quoted above from the DRI report on their
simulations, while the results are not statistically significant, the results for risk/benefit
(increase/decrease in injury) are:
For helmeted riders 99%, and for unhelmeted riders 71%.
Greater than 100% is needed to show ‘the device is unsafe and more likely to cause than to
ameliorate harm to ATV users’.
Greater than 192% is required for helmeted riders and greater than 137% for unhelmeted riders
before claims of ‘more likely to cause than to ameliorate harm’ could be confidently made.
Below 192% and 137% the results are likely to be due to chance.
If the claims being made are based on the DRI report, they are false. No other source of claimed
evaluation of the Quad Bar is known.
Ignore for the moment that the DRI simulations are invalid and just consider how such a claim
can be made by the FCAI when it contradicts the report’s findings.
While a range of possibilities exist, they include:


The claims are made deliberately while knowing that they have no basis in the report.



The claims are made on the basis of misreading the report and a genuine belief that the
claims reflect the findings in the report.

The DRI conclusions for the V-Bar ROPS were given on the bottom of the first page of this Bite
(11), and includes for both helmeted and unhelmeted riders:
‘With helmet, 99 percent….means that the injury risks from ROPS are excessively large and
nearly equal to the injury benefits…any net benefit is not statistically significant.’
‘With no helmet, 71 percent…means that the injury risks from ROPS are excessively large in
comparison to the injury benefits…and any net benefit is not statistically significant.’
This is writing which uses the feeling/valuing function rather than the thinking function which
should be mandatory in a document purporting to give a technical evaluation of the performance
of a ROPS device. ‘…the injury risks from the ROPS are excessively large’ is a highly emotive
attention grabbing ‘headline’ which may give the reader all they wish to know about the ROPS,
Geoff Mc Donald & Associates Pty Ltd
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particularly when the surrounding information is likely to be confusing to the majority of
readers.
Technically correctly, the report should have been written along the lines:
For both helmeted and unhelmeted riders, the ROPS made no difference to injury. For helmeted
riders the increase in injury was 99% of the decrease in injury. For unhelmeted riders, the
increase in injury was 71% of the decrease in injury. For helmeted riders, the percentage would
have to fall outside the 53-192% range and for unhelmeted riders outside 41-137% for a
meaningful claim to be made. Below this range a claim of decrease in injury could be made.
Above this range a claim of increase in injury could be made.
Risk is at best a pseudo-technical term but it is doubtful if it ever loses its feeling/valuing effect
which influences judgements away from the thinking function to the feeling/valuing function.
The problem of Risk is explained well by Slovic (2000), one of the pioneers of Heuristics and
Biases. Heuristics are ‘strategies for making judgements in conditions of uncertainty’. Each
Heuristic comes with its own set of Biases. Slovic writes:
‘Although risk perception was originally viewed as a form of deliberative, analytic
information processing, over time we have come to recognize just how highly dependent
it is upon intuition and experiential thinking, guided by emotional and affective
processes.
This recognition has occurred as a consequence of many streams of
research.. One of these streams includes the work of a psychologist, Seymour Epstein
(1994) who observed:
“There is no dearth of evidence in everyday life that people apprehend reality in two
fundamentally different ways, one variously labeled intuitive, automatic, non-verbal,
narrative and experiential, and the other analytical, deliberative, verbal and rational.” ‘
(pp. 710)

Slovic continues:
‘One of the characteristics of the experiential system is it relies on affect. Affect is a
subtle form of emotion, defined as positive (like) or negative (dislike)’ (pp xxxi)
Here we have a similar division to Jung’s thinking function and feeling/valuing function.
The argument that a device needed to achieve an injury increase/decrease of preferably less than
7% but not more than 12% before DRI would advocate its use is an entirely separate
consideration and should not confound the results of the simulation. This is explored in Bite 17
‘Injury Score Based Decision Making’.
That ‘the injury risks for the ROPS are excessively large’ is simply not true. The injury risks
may be excessively large but they are no different from the ‘risks’ of riding a quad bike without a
ROPS.
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Warning
The above material simply discusses the legitimacy of interpretations of and use of DRI’s
findings in making claims. It does not endorse DRI’s simulations and findings since that work
has never been validated and is regarded as fundamentally flawed as shown in the various 17
Bites in this series.
The DRI findings have no validity in the assessment of the effectiveness of ROPS or more
accurately Crush Protection Devices. Nothing can be disqualified on the basis of their findings.
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BITE 12 – OVERVIEW COMPARISON OF ACTUAL ANSD SIMULATION
PREDICTED INJURIES
DRI used a computer simulating a real world overturning of a quad bike and its rider, to predict
the injuries to the rider from that overturning.
DRI classified actual injuries according to the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), a 6 point scale – 1
Minor, 2 Moderate, 3 Serious, 4 Severe, 5 Critical, 6 Maximum. The injuries predicted to have
arisen from the simulation of the same occurrences were also classified by the AIS scale. Only
the most severe AIS ratings for each case have been compared.
The overall comparison in summary form is presented below in Table 1 ‘Comparison of the
number of actual injuries with the number of injuries predicted by simulation’.
Table 1. Comparison of number of actual injuries with the number of injuries predicted by
simulation.
Actual

Predicted

Critical &
Maximum

Minor,
Moderate,
Serious,
Severe

Total

Critical &
Maximum

Minor,
Moderate,
Serious,
Severe

Total

Head

2

14

16

25

74

99

Chest

2

25

27

0

4

4

Abdomen

1

4

5

0

0

0

Asphyxiation

3

0

3

0

0

0

23 times the prediction falsely judged that Critical and Maximum head injuries existed when
they did not (false positive). The remaining three zeroes in the Critical and Maximum Predicted
column represent false negatives – predicting nothing was present when it was. Five times the
simulation predicted that Critical and Maximum Chest, Abdomen and Asphyxiation injury did
not exist (false negatives). Table 2 presents an evaluation of the predictions.
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Table 2. Evaluation of injury predictions
Predictions

Critical & Maximum

Minor, Moderate, Serious,
Severe

Total

Positive

2

18

20

False Positive

23

60

83

False Negative

6

25

31

Correct

6.5%

17.5%

15%

False

93.5%

82.5%

85%

False

93.5%

82.5%

85%

SIMULATION PREDICTIONS ARE OVERWHELMINGLY INACCURATE
AIS Maximum & Critical 93.5%, Minor, Moderate, Serious, Severe 82.5%
Overall 85%
THE OVERALL PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF THE SIMULATIONS
IS NEGLIGIBLE

THE OVERALL PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF THE SIMULATIONS
IS NEGLIGIBLE
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BITE 13 – MISUSE – A FEELING/VALUING TERM – HAS AFFECT
The thinking function uses concepts to link up ideas into a set or organized group of ideas to
integrate new ideas into such groups. It uses the laws of reason and is essentially concerned with
‘truth’ i.e. the best fit of words and numbers to the world around us. This is well illustrated by
the search for all the factors essential or contributory to a plane crash or other injurious event.
The feeling/valuing function takes an emotion toned down until there is no more nervous activity
than when thinking, and uses it to make judgements of the form like or dislike’ or ‘acceptable or
unacceptable’. It is essentially concerned with ‘goodness’ but goodness according to the values
of the person making the judgement.
Attention was drawn in Bite 11 to inappropriate use of the feeling/valuing function in a
Technical Engineering Report where the thinking function is, by professional and scientific
standards, required. That Technical Engineering Report by members of Dynamic Research Inc.
staff was entitled ‘An Assessment of the Effects of the Robertson V-Bar ROPS on the Risk of
Rider Injury Due to Overturns Resulting from ATV MISUSE’. Emphasis (feeling/valuing
function) has been added.
This title states that the report deals only with those cases where the overturn was a result of
misuse of the quad bike. The report describes simulation of ‘real accident scenarios’ – 59 from
the UK and 54 from the USA. All of these were judged to be the result of misuse and by this
infers all overturns (except for experimental ones) are the result of misuse.
In 1972, Geoff McDonald was awarded a Master of Engineering (Mechanical) as a thesis only
degree for ‘The Involvement of Tractor Design in ‘Accidents’ in which he identified over 100
different design features essential to the final damage in 520 damaging occurrences. In 1973, he
was awarded a Bachelor of Science (Psychology Major). The Master’s Thesis described what
led up to the personal damage in the 520 cases. Appendix II of the Thesis gives the number of
cases involved with the various design problems and is appended to this Bite (13) to indicate the
range of problems identified. Chapter 4 of the Thesis ‘Overturn, Overhead, Ejection, Impact
Protection and Windscreen’ deals with 204 Sideways, 53 Rear and 4 Front overturns. The
descriptions of the (a) to (u) categories of overturning sideways and the overturning rearwards
(53 cases) are included in this Bite to give understanding of the factors which lead up to
overturning.
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4. OVERTURN, OVERHEAD, EJECTION, IMPACT PROTECTION
and WINDSCREENS
Design problems discussed in this chapter were recognized as essential factors 331 times.
This section deals with design problems intimately linked with the provisions of overturning
protection. It has long been recognized that the most common tractor fatalities come from the
driver being crushed under an overturned tractor. The majority of these are overturning
sideways incidents.
Overturning rearwards is also relatively common and cases of overturning frontwards have been
reported.
While the dynamic stability of the tractor is important, an obvious method of reducing human
damage from overturning accidents is to fit a frame which prevents the driver being crushed by
the weight of the tractor. It seems likely that these frames should also help by reducing injury
where objects fall onto the tractor.
If a tractor overturns a number of times or at speed, there is a danger of the driver being ejected.
Fully enclosed cabs and seat belts are two possible ways of combating this ejection. The
possible benefits of seat belts immediately focuses attention on accidents where the driver suffers
an impact injury or is run over after being thrown from the tractor. The injury potential of
controls, the driver’s immediate surroundings on the tractor and the likely benefits from a
windscreen fitted to the frame or cab must also be considered.

4.1 Overturning Sideways
Overturning sideways accidents could be classified in a number of different ways, e.g. by tractor
speed, by features of the terrain or by relatively arbitrary groupings intended to give a qualitative
understanding of the overturning accident phenomena. The dynamic lateral stability of the
tractor and the likely results of attempts to improve it are also discussed. Another useful
evaluation from the point of view of frames is how far the tractor rolls. Discussion on this is
delayed until after all the accidents with relevance for frames have been discussed and is
presented in Section 4.5 ‘Operator Protection Frames’.

4.1.1 Speed, slope, embankments and stumps etc.
The speed of the tractors and the slopes on which they were working at the time of loss of
control are given in Table 4.1 with all figures being expressed as a percentage of the total
number of overturning accidents. By far the largest group is for slopes of 0-4˚ which includes
45% of cases where the slope is known. Accidents are spread evenly between 5-19˚ but decrease
in frequency on steeper slopes.
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The speed of the tractor has been taken as the maximum speed for the tractor in the gear in which
the tractor was found after the accidents. The tabulated speeds may therefore be high since some
tractors will have been moving with lower engine speeds. Since the gear lever is often moved by
the rescuers while releasing the victims, the gear is unknown. Comparison of the estimated
speed asked for in the report and the ‘gear speed’, usually showed the reported speed to be much
higher than the tractor could attain in that gear. Reported estimates have therefore been
disregarded. Speed is not known in one fifth of the cases. In the known cases the speed was less
than 3.2kph in 45% of cases, 3.2kph to less than 8kph in 25%, 8kph to less than 16kph in 10% of
cases, and 16kph or greater in 20% of cases. The majority of the incidents of over 16kph
involved industrial machines. It is likely that the speeds for the 20% unknown have a similar
distribution to the above.
A popular general stereotype in Queensland and New South Wales is that the major causes of
overturning sideways accidents are steep slopes and high speeds. A picture is conjured up of
tractors driving around precipitous slopes and/or at breakneck speeds. The information
presented in Table 4.1 does not support this stereotype as the most common sort of overturning
accident (although some reported cases do fit the picture).
The overwhelming impression drawn from Table 4.1 is that the majority of accidents are
initiated at low speeds on relatively slight slopes.
Table 4.2 gives precentage involvement of abrupt topographical features (e.g. embankments,
stumps, rocks, hollows, etc) in overturning sideways accidents. These features have been
involved in three quarters of the accidents with embankments being involved in 56.5% of
incidents and stumps etc. in 23.5%.
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The picture then emerges that many accidents start when the tractor is being driven along a fairly
level surface with an embankment nearby. After control is lost the tractor drives onto and
overturns down the embankment. While the stereotype is then literally correct in that the tractor
has overturned on a steep slope, it is incorrect in the frequently assumed inference that the driver
was deliberately operating on that slope.
Since abrupt topographical features are so often involved in overturning accidents, it should
prove rewarding to examine them more closely. From the first principles of lateral stability of a
tractor it can readily be determined that the steeper the slope the tractor is operating on, and the
higher the speed of the tractor, the less need there will be for embankments, stumps, rocks etc. to
help overturn the tractor.
A check on these propositions can be made by comparing Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Chi-squared tests
were carried out on the original numerical data to test the two hypotheses that the involvement of
topographical features was not related to tractor speed nor to ground slope at the point of loss of
control. These tests gave no justification for rejecting these hypotheses. A closer inspection of
the data suggested that there could be changes in the relative importance of embankments and
stumps with changes in slope or speed. Chi-squared tests were again done on the original data to
test the hypotheses that the relative frequency of involvement of stumps and embankments does
not change with changes in speed or changes in slope. While there is no basis for rejecting the
speed hypothesis there is less than one chance in a hundred that the change with slope is due to
chance. It can therefore be confidently stated that the importance of embankments decreases
while that of stumps increases as the slope at loss of control increases.
The above statistical tests did not take into consideration the size of the embankments and
stumps involved. This may be worth examining in detail at a later stage. The embankments
involved could be divided into natural and man-made or influenced. Natural embankments
would include the banks of gullies, creeks and rivers and account for about one third of the
embankments involved. Man-made or influenced embankments include dam and retaining wall
banks, embankments beside roads, cuttings, and a few creek banks where a road has been built
down over a creek crossing. These man-made and influenced embankments account for the
remaining two thirds of the embankments. The majority are beside roads and it has not always
been possible to determine whether the embankment has come from the road being built up or
cut on the side of the slope. It is not uncommon for the rear wheel of a tractor to climb up the
side of a cutting.
4.1.2 Dynamic lateral stability
At ths point an evaluation of possible advantages of improving the dynamic lateral stability of
the tractors involved would be appropriate. F. W. Grigg of the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Queensland, developed an analogue computer simulation of a
tractor’s dynamic characteristics. (See doctoral thesis F.W. Grigg, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Queensland). This model makes it possible to evaluate dynamic
behaviours of tractors, but it is unlikely that many of the specific overturning accidents reported
here will be simulated with precision. Firstly, important dynamic characteristics (e.g. moments
of inertia) of many of the tractors are not known and are beyond the financial resources of the
University to determine. Secondly, while a gross knowledge of the accident terrain exists, it is
not sufficiently detailed to allow a direct simulation of the accident. The dynamic characteristics
of the tractor are probably best regarded as contributory factors whose role is best determined by
experimental simulation. Once a satisfactory dynamic model of a tractor exists it would require
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a further major research programme to evaluate the effects of changing the various parameters of
the model, in the wide variety of situations in which tractors overturn.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 provide a guide for experimentation but other information such as the profile
of the embankment, the angle of approach of the tractor to the embankment, the physical
dimensions and rigidity of stumps or rocks, would also be necessary. While the height of stumps
and rocks and the length of holes could be extracted from the data, the profile of embankments
could not. The necessary data to guide experimentation could most economically be obtained by
understanding the circumstances under which the accidents occur and then visiting and
photographing potential accident sites.
The obvious situation to simulate initially is a tractor running over an embankment. Dam banks
and road edges would seem good places to start. The question then arises as to whether it is
possible to produce a machine which will successfully negotiate these embankments or whether
traction will not be sufficient to allow the machine to be controlled on the slopes of those
embankments or, worse still, on creek banks. Regardless of what is done to improve the tractor’s
dynamic lateral stability, tractors will still overturn and frames will remain an important accident
control measure.
While there is little doubt that tractor stability could be improved and that this would avoid some
overturnings, it may be that the engineering designer’s efforts would be more usefully
concentrated on the loss of control before the tractor reaches an embankment. Placing the
tractor’s engine horizontally would improve the tractor’s sideways stability but may give greater
accident reduction by allowing better design of controls, access and visibility.
Section 4.1.3 gives a description of overturning accidents in an attempt to give the reader a better
understanding of the phenomena involved and in particular, of how loss of control occurs.
4.1.3 Categories of overturning sideways accidents
Overturning sideways accidents have been grouped into 21 categories listed in Table 4.3. Each
category is then described and discussed.
Table 4.3 Categories of overturning sideways accidents: 204
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)

Attention drawn to the rear
Breakdown of 360 ˚ vigilance
Wheel struck unseen object
Vision obscured
Front wheel hit tree root
Misjudged approach to bridge
Bridge collapsed
Embankments
Struck by car
Steep slopes
Extra load
Lost traction
Inexperienced driver
‘Risk’ taking
Gear change
Gear change and brakes
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3
5
2
2
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7
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4
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8
5
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q)
r)
s)
t)
u)

Brakes
Steering stability
Jackknife
Failed components
Miscellaneous

8
7
9
9
13

a) Attention drawn to rear accidents are characterised by the hypothetical ‘running sheep’
accident described in Section 2.2.1, and can be divided into two main groups –those
where the distraction is the implement mounted on the rear of or towed by the tractor, and
those where the distraction is something falling from the rear of the tractor or attached
load.
The attached load has normally been trailed (e.g. trailer, grader, scoop, truck) but also
includes mounted implements (e.g. buckrake). Speeds have sometimes been in the
travelling range (trailers) but have also been in the working range.
Items falling from the tractor include wire strainers, gravel falling from a carryall and a
rope coming unhitched when the securing pin worked loose. Speeds have generally been
in the travelling range.
The remaining incidents have included such things as the driver looking behind to see
why the rear tractor wheels had slipped. Whilst a direct analogy of the running sheep
accident (where the distraction is some distance from the tractor) is not recorded in this
series, examples of it are known.
The majority of this category of accidents include the tractor overturning down an
embankment (side of road, dam bank, creek bank) but have also involved smaller, and
sometimes temporary, topographical features, e.g. heap of silage.
b) Breakdown of 360˚ vigilance accidents include machines working back and forwards,
using blades and industrial end loaders moving in reverse at travelling speeds. The
accident is characterized by the driver, seated in the fore and aft position not being able to
keep an effective check on items both in front of and behind the machine. This problem
is discussed in more detail in 8.1.1.
Machines working back and forward have been mainly front end loaders but have
included wheel tractors fitted with blades or slashers. In all cases, the machines were
reversing and in all, except slashing, the machine was only moving itself (or itself plus
bucket load) to another position in the operating cycle.
In each of the accidents where the machine was using a blade the tractor was moving
downhill when a corner of the blade met an obstruction which caused the tractor to slew
sideways on the slope and overturn. In most cases the blade was leading downhill
although cases where the blade was uphill have been reported. Rear mounted blades on
agricultural tractors have been used reversing down appreciable slopes and seem to give a
particularly undesirable dynamic situation. Blades add to the driver’s difficulty in noting
important features of the surroundings.
Some large industrial loaders are commonly travelled from one place to another in
reverse so that their usual rear wheel steering acts as front wheel steering (see 7.4.5). The
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wheels on one side will strike an obstacle either directly overturning the tractor or
steering it over an embankment.
Accidents have also been reported where the driver has not noticed the movement of a
trailed implement relative to the tractor. For example –
‘A driver made a right hand turn with a one way trailed disc plough attached. The
driver, who was not greatly experienced, made the turn too sharply and the combination
of the drawbar locking the wheel by the lugs and a small embankment, overturned the
tractor.’
The majority of accidents in this category, with the exception of the group where blades
were used, have involved embankments and the speeds have been low in most cases
except the group of industrial loaders travelling in reverse. The possibility of seating the
driver at an angle is discussed in 8.1.1 and again simulating this accident category should
be rewarding.
One of the impressive features of these ‘attention drawn to the rear’ accidents is that the
vast majority of embankments involved are man-made, edges of built up roads and dam
banks in particular.
c) Wheel struck unseen object accidents are typified by the uphill wheel of a tractor striking
and climbing a stump but includes wheels falling into an unseen hollow or, on a few
occasions, by the tractor bodily disappearing into a large hole. Both wheel and crawler
accidents are involved.
The first group in this category involves tractors moving across slopes,. Often quoted as
about 18˚, when the uphill wheel strikes a stump, log, root or old drum.
While most obstacles are above 380mm in height, some are reported as 150mm on slopes
ranging from 27˚ to 18˚. A root of 75mm diameter was identified as the obstacle on a
slope reported as 40˚ (soil traction must have been excellent to prevent this tractor sideslipping). The majority of these tractors have been doing pasture improvement work,
spreading fertilizer, spraying noxious weeds or slashing. Other tractors have simply been
travelling or working logs. None of these incidents involved embankments.
Tractors doing similar work on more level ground have had a front wheel drop into a
hollow and subsequently gone over an embankment or have driven over completely
unseen embankments. The major vegetation in the above two groups of accidents has
been blady grass, groundsel, bracken fern, thistles, blackberries and lantana. No doubt
the predominant non-useful vegetation which farmers try to replace by productive
pastures varies from country to country.
Similar accidents occur with tractors, working the soil where stones turned up, can be a
problem. In wet conditions hard objects such as stony outcrops or roots enable the tractor
to side-slip and thereby initiate the tractor rolling on a slope. In some accidents (e.g.
where a tractor climbed the side of a termite nest) it is not clear whether the object was
not seen or was not correctly evaluated.
The remaining group of accidents is one where the bump alone was insufficient to roll the
tractor but a dynamic effect within the tractor helped. For example, a front end loader,
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back-hoe combination ran the wheels on one side over a 200mm bump on relatively level
ground. The mechanism for clamping the back-hoe to one side in the travelling position
was defective and the back-hoe swung through a 180˚ arc, from the right to left,
overturning the tractor. The back-hoe also held the tractor at a 90˚ roll.
d) In Vision Obscured accidents tractors have gone over embankments or collided with
objects after the driver’s vision has become obscured by such things as dust, heavy rain
or wind blowing the brim of the driver’s hat down over the eyes.
e) Front wheel hit tree root etc. accidents are different from the ‘wheel struck unseen object’
in two ways. The objects were clearly visible and did not directly affect the body of the
tractor but turned the front wheels so that the driver lost control and the tractor
overturned either down an embankment or while the driver was attempting to regain
control.
f) Misjudging the approach to bridges has led to tractors overturning off the bridge. In
some cases there is no clue as to why the tractor has approached the bridge off course.
No other traffic was present and the route was well known to the driver. Their attention
may well have been distracted. In other cases the misjudgement is easier to understand,
e.g. when the driver towing a wide PTO header had the end of the comb strike the far side
of the bridge and threw the tractor off course.
g) Bridges and other structures (e.g. jetty) have collapsed in relatively isolated areas where
they usually carry only light traffic and a tractor is likely to be the heaviest object to use
them.
h) Embankment accidents can be divided into three main groups:
i.
ii.
iii.

Edge of embankment was visible
Edge of embankment was obscured
Tractor was travelling along the road

In accidents where the bank edge was visible and close, the tractor’s work demanded that
it operate as close to the edge as possible, e.g. spreading fill, removing overburden from a
coal seam, slashing grass, cutting a fire break and ripping rabbit burrows. In some cases
the machine was still some distance from the edge (up to 900mm) when the bank
collapsed. The remaining incidents in this group could well have involved the driver’s
attention being distracted or a 360˚ vigilance problem.
Hidden embankments have been driven over while tractors have been ploughing or
slashing long grass or when the tractor has just been driving along. All the embankments
in this group of accidents are naturally occurring and have been heavily covered with
vegetation. The embankment has not been obvious at all or was much closer to the
tractor than a visual inspection from the tractor would suggest.
Tractors driving along roads have gone over the embankment at the edge of the road. In
some cases the reason for the tractor moving towards the edge is known (another vehicle
using the road), avoiding a puddle of water on the road) but in most cases the reason is
not known. In some cases the edge of the road has collapsed. While most of these cases
occurred on relatively straight sections of road, curves are also sometimes involved.
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One driver, reversing down a long earth ramp, when he went over the edge was known to
be under the influence of alcohol.
Once again, man-made embankments are to the fore.
i) Struck by car accidents occur on public roads and most frequently involved the offside
rear wheel being struck by an overtaking car. Accidents in this category are discussed in
Section 8.3. Not all of the accidents discussed in Section 8.3 involve overturning but
there is no great difference between overturning and non-overturning in the early stages
of the accident. Whether or not the tractor overturns depends on the details of the impact
and the presence or absence of embankments. Again, all embankments involved are
man-made.
j) Steep slope accidents have not involved any abrupt topographical feature until after
control was lost and can be divided into incidents where the tractor was working across a
slope and those where the tractor was working up or down a slope.
Tractors moving sideways have either simply rolled, perhaps due to a slight increase in
slope, the sinking of a downhill wheel or the raising of a front end loader bucket. In other
cases the tractor has lost traction sideways, side-slipped and rolled when the side-slip
ended.
Loss of traction also plays a key role in accidents here the tractor is moving down hill.
Weight transfer to the front wheel possibly helps reduce the tractor’s stability as
application of the brakes certainly does. At times tractors have become unstable while
sideways on the slope and have been turned downhill in an unsuccessful attempt to regain
control.
Tractors travelling uphill have lost traction when the front wheels lifted and have turned
sideways on the slope before overturning.
A wide variety of operations were being performed:







Clearing with a bulldozer
Loading a truck with an end-loader
Slashing bracken fern
Poisoning rabbits (ploughing a bait furrow downhill)
Towing out a bogged trailer
Just travelling along

Slopes involved in these incidents are reported as ranging from 25˚ to 45˚.
k) Extra Load accidents describes tractors, cane loaders and cranes working on slopes
ranging from less than 5˚ up to 14˚. For cranes and cane loaders, raising the load while
sideways on a slope led to overturning. For tractors the weight on the three point linkage
(e.g. weighted chisel plough, two 200 litre drums of water) has lifted the front wheels off
the ground while going uphill and the tractor has gone over an embankment beside the
road.
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l) Lost traction accidents involve both wet and dry soil conditions and tractors travelling
down, across and up slopes as well as tractors turning. Soil traction plays an important
role in determining how a tractor will behave dynamically. There are many factors
affecting soil traction, e.g. the soil type, moisture content and surface covering, such as
thick dry grass, wet grass, loose shale, fine stones or bauxite pebbles. For the accidents
in this category it is sideways traction which is most important. Experience with tractor
drivers suggests their ability to judge traction conditions on unfamiliar areas is relatively
poor and that their judgement of traction in familiar areas is highly suspect except for
ground in a very familiar condition and with very familiar vegetation. Wet ground and
loose surface material are the most common problems.
For travelling downhill accidents, slopes specifically quoted range from 10˚ to 22˚, with
most being on the lower slopes. Unquoted slopes include the creek bank at a creek
crossing. There was, in most accidents, an initiating event which started the tractor
sliding. These ranged from application of brakes to small rock outcrops, to attempts to
drop start the tractor in gear. In some instances no initiating incident was apparent.
Bulldozers are commonly regarded as being safer to work sideways on a slope than
wheeled tractors because of their greater lateral stability. Bulldozers have, however,
rolled over on relatively innocent looking slopes, reported as low as 11˚. Being skeptical
of the slope measurements, the author visited one accident site to find an extremely
innocent looking slope. Where loose soil, small rocks or debris provide a thin covering
over a hard (e.g. rock) undersurface the tracks do not sink into the surface so that only the
resistance of the surface to side-slipping holds the tractor uphill. If the tractor’s tracks, in
trying to move the tractor forward, shear the surface layer from its support a side-slip is
likely to follow. When a surface obstacle stops the resulting side-slip the tractor will roll
over if it has gained enough speed. Wheel tractors, some with well worn tyre treads,
have side-slipped on wet or loose surfaces. While most machines have rolled over on the
slopes, some had slid over embankments.
Driving uphill has resulted in tractors running backwards downhill after one or both rear
wheels have lost traction on slopes around 20˚. In one case the tractor was observed with
one wheel rolling backwards while the wheel that had lost traction continued to spin
frontwards. A variation on this theme occurred with a tractor travelling up a gravel road.
The wheels had apparently spun on the loose gravel till it was removed, gripped on the
firm undersurface, moved forward onto more loose gravel and repeated the cycle. As this
occurred at travelling speed the result was that the tractor gave surges in forward sped
which interfered with the driver’s control of the speed pedal and ultimately resulted in
loss of control.
Turning accidents have occurred when tractors have slid off the outside of turns on wet
roads, when the tractor has failed to respond to the turning brake because the braked
wheel was in loose soil, or when the tractor has turned itself after one wheel hit loose
soil. Tractors have been pulled over on slopes after the towed trailer has side-slipped on
a slipping surface after a turn. The sideways traction of trailer tyres appears critical when
working on a slope.
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m) Inexperienced driver accidents is a very subjective category. Comparable accidents to
most listed have occurred with experienced and mature aged drivers. Incorrect choice of
a gear to go downhill, incorrect operation of a control (left steering brake instead of
clutch pedal), turning too fast on a slope or too fast on wet ground or misjudging the
proximity of a gully have all been involved. Drivers experienced on a limited variety of
machines may also find themselves in trouble on a new type of machine, e.g. a rear wheel
steer. Most drivers in this category are very young or elderly. If the drivers are not at the
early learning stage, then they are driving a different type of machine.
n) Risk taking is perhaps the most subjective category of all. In most cases the tractor was
driven in a sharp circle, in some cases certainly just for the fun of it, and often with a
turning brake applied. These manoeuvres may be successfully executed if traction is
poor enough but cannot be if traction is good or obstructions are present to stop the
tractor sliding. Cases are also included of youths operating on slopes their parents
consider as dangerous.
o) Gear change accidents are those where the tractor has been near an embankment when an
incorrect gear change was made. These accidents are discussed in Section 7.2.3, ‘Gear
change sequence not appropriate’.
p) Gear change and brake accidents mostly involved incidents where the tractor was
travelling uphill and the driver needed to change down. The gears could not be changed
whilst the tractor was moving and the brakes would not hold the tractor stationary while a
change was made. These accidents are discussed in more detail in Section 5.2 ‘Reverse
Braking’, and 7.2.2 ‘On the Move Gear Changing not Possible’. Other accidents involve
the tractor throwing out of gear (7.2.6 ‘Gear Diseagaged Itself’) and the resulting
emergency braking applying only one brake pedal (see 5.1.1 ‘Unequal Braking’).
q) Brake problems in overturning sideways accidents can be divided into ones where
unequal braking resulted in the tractor going over an embankment (see Section 5.1.1
‘Unequal Braking) and those where the brakes failed to stop the tractor while reversing
down a slope (see Section 5.2 ‘Reverse Braking’).
r) Steering accidents include those where the power supply to the steering failed (Section
8.2.3 ‘Power to steering failed’) where the machine began weaving and went out of
control (Section 8.2.4 ‘Machine oscillated from side to side’) and those where the
steering apparently locked (Section 8.2.2 ‘Steering Locked’).
s) Jack knife accidents have occurred when heavy unbraked trailers are towed downhill.
These accidents are described in Section 5.3 ‘Braking with Trailers’.
t) Failed components in accidents have mostly been steering components breaking, e.g.
king pins and steering arms, while ball joints have pulled apart and vital nuts have
worked loose.
A casting securing the front axle has been broken and failure of steering components on
ploughs have also been involved. All of these failures are discussed in Section 12.4
‘Failed Components’. Brake components have also failed and these are discussed in
Section 5.1.4 ‘Brake Component Failure’.
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u) Miscellaneous accidents include those where there was insufficient information to give a
clear picture of what happened and those which did not fit into the above categories and
were not sufficiently numerous to form their own.
This latter group includes heavy rain softening the approach to a bridge so that the
approach collapsed. A heavy boulder was washed onto a track so that heavy braking was
required to avoid it. A rough road surface resulted in a tractor bouncing out of control
while a cornering tractor moved outside the wheel ruts and left the road. In another
cornering incident the engine did not slow down when the foot speed control was
released.
A bulldozer pushing across a slope was rolled over when the roots of a tree being pushed
raised the uphill track. Cattle tracks overturned a tractor turning at the foot of a slope.
When the wire rope being used by two wheeled tractors to pull scrub caught on the tyre
lugs of one tractor and pulled to the top of the wheel, the tractor overturned as the other
pulled.

4.2 Overturning Rearwards
Overturning rearwards accidents are most easily understood after a consideration of the rearward
dynamic characteristics of the tractor.
4.2.1 Dynamic longitudinal stability
The phenomenon of tractors overturning rearwards involves a complex interaction between the
tractor’s longitudinal dynamic characteristics, the shape and slope of the terrain, soil traction
conditions and attached load.
The tractor overturning rearwards is most usefully thought of as the body of the tractor rotating
about the rear axle. Wheel forces are referred to the rear axle as torques and forces. The
reaction torque to the torque developed on the rear wheels attempts to rotate the tractor body
rearwards when the tractor is in a forward gear. The force of gravity acting through the centre of
mass of the tractor body and the inertia of the tractor body oppose the rearwards motion. The
pull of the towed load may either help or oppose the overturning motion, depending on whether
its line of pull falls above or below the centerline of the rear axle.
The torque reaction of the body about the rear axle housing can develop to a maximum limited
by the torque available from the tractor’s engine or clutch slip. The engine can supply torque
derived from the energy of combustion and the energy stored in the rotating engine components.
The actual torque reaction developed, up to this maximum will be determined by the torque
necessary to move the tractor or tractor plus load, up to a limit set by the traction of the wheels
on the ground. To this would be added the torque required to accelerate the rotation of the rear
wheels if the tractor is just starting.
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Grevis-James (1971) has experimentally demonstrated that the torque available from engine
combustion and deceleration of the engine alone can be sufficient to rear a tractor over
backwards with the tractor on level ground and the rear wheel chained to the ground. The engine
torque was applied suddenly by engaging the clutch and torques of 2.5 times maximum steady
speed torque were recorded. This experimental work also showed up such things as considerable
energy storage in torsional deflections in the rear axles.
The limiting traction torque which the tractor can develop in its rear axle is dependent on the
tyres, the weight on the tyres, soil traction, the existence of special topographical features and
any specially added traction devices. Two special topographical features which can greatly
increase the available traction torque are shown in Figures 4.1 (a) and (b). If the small bank of
(a) has a firm lip, it can provide excellent traction and also demands extra axle torque as the rear
of the tractor must rise sharply if forward motion is to continue. The ditch of (b) grips the wheel
by a wedge action and probably prevents it turning. A similar but less complete effect probably
occurs in some bogging. Specially added traction devices could include steel grips (none
reported) and includes chaining a log across in front of the rear wheels of a bogged tractor.
These topographical features (Figure 4.1) can produce a sudden increase in torque on the rear
axles, similar to suddenly engaging the clutch but probably less abrupt. The overall situation is
somewhat comparable to the experimental situation described above.
As the front wheels are raised relative to the rear wheels, it is easier to overturn the tractor
rearwards. The initial raise may be due to slope, bank or ditch.
Towed loads affect the tractor’s rearwards stability by the force necessary to move the load at the
tractor speed, the direction of the pull and the towing joint used on the tractor which cannot
move in a vertical plane relative to the tractor body. The effect of the load can be assessed fairly
readily by considering the moment the pull creates around the rear axle. It is important to
consider how this moment changes as the tractor body rears backwards. Distance of the
attachment point below the rear axle and to the rear of the rear axle are both important. The
lower the attachment point, the greater the original moment from the load to oppose the tractor’s
rearing. The further back the attachment point, the greater and more rapid the increase in the
restraining moment as the tractor rears. The attachment point well to the rear will increase the
tendency of the tractor to start rearing as compared with an attachment point further forward, if
the direction of the towing rope is upwards towards the tractor. This is, of itself, an advantage
for heavy pulls as it gives maximum weight transfer onto the rear wheels but will rapidly develop
and increase its restraining effect as the tractor rears. The towed load is also capable of forcing a
sudden increase in rear axle torque, for example, when a towed log jams on stumps. This sudden
demand can again create a situation where the energy derived from engine deceleration can help
turn the tractor over.
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Figure 4.1 Topographical features which can greatly increase rear axle torque
4.2.2 Categories of overturning rearwards accidents
The reported overturning accidents have been sorted according to whether or not the tractor was
towing a load, and, if so, according to how the load was attached. Accidents where there was no
towed load or its contribution was judged as not significant are discussed in this section while
accidents with a towed load are discussed in Chapter 11 under the design type according to how
the load was attached.
Table 4.4 indicates where each of the variety of overturning rearwards accidents is discussed.
Table 4.4 Overturning rearwards accidents
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Accidents reported of tractors overturning without any external load, with an external load
applied at a position regarded as acceptable, commonly involve both an uphill slope and some
feature (other than drawbar load) which increases torque in the rear wheels. Over half this group
of accidents reported slopes in the range of 15˚ to 20˚. In all cases, the tractor had previously
successfully negotiated the slope uphill and in three quarters of the cases there was evidence of a
possible sudden increase in rear axle torque. For example:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The driver increased engine revs
A cattle track gave a short vertical climb
A possible hollow in an uncompacted silage stack
Foot slipped off clutch pedal

In the incidents where the slope was not so steep, the topography or the driver had a marked
effect. In one case, the rear wheels were trying to climb an eighteen inch embankment (Figure
4.1(a)). In another, the rear wheels appear to have wedged in an irrigation ditch (Figure 4.1(b))
while, in a third case, the driver tied a log in front of the rear wheels of a bogged tractor
achieving an effect similar to the embankment. Although these incidents occurred on relatively
level ground, the tractor was effectively on an appreciable slope as the rear wheels were lower
than the front. Sudden release of the clutch pedal may have played a part in some of these
incidents and the accidents on the slopes, but it is known not to in others.
In most cases where the tractor has run backwards downhill, the tractor has turned and rolled
over sideways. Rear overturnings from tractors running backwards downhill have occurred
when the rear wheels have struck, but not bounced over, topographical features. The energy for
the overturning in these cases has not come from the engine, but from the energy associated with
the tractor’s downhill motion.
The tractor’s rearwards dynamic characteristics are not being listed as essential factors as they
are better regarded as contributory factors. There are, no doubt, important limits which should
be set relating engine torque (combustion + inertia) characteristics, centre of gravity position and
the moment of inertia of the tractor body about the rear axle. As a starting point, it is suggested
that the tractor should not be capable of overturning backwards on level ground by a sudden
engagement of the clutch while the rear wheels are chained to prevent their rotation. Other
points which would bear investigation include the relative moments of inertia about the rear axle
of wheels weighed with cast iron or with water. This may suggest the desirability of including
liquid or powder heavier than water in the rear tyres. The dynamic effects on the tractor’s rear
axle torque when the rear wheels strike situations similar to those shown in Figure 4.1 and when
the load behind the tractor jams would also be worth investigating.

4.3 Overturning Frontwards
While overturning frontwards is the least common sort of overturning accident, it is usually
spectacular. A relatively steep slope and/or a fairly large embankment are required. In most
cases, the tractor has gone frontwards over the edge of an embankment after brakes would not
hold or the steering malfunctions. Whereas most tractors which go out of control and run
frontwards downhill finish up overturning sideways, it is possible for a front somersault to occur
if the obstruction to forward progress is suitable. This type of overturning would also provide
one of the severest tests for protective frames.
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4.4 Object struck driver
The objects which have struck the driver cover a wide variety. Falling trees, falling limbs and
whiplashing trunks of fallen trees being stacked are all fairly obvious and predictable. Less
obvious articles include a falling engine removing gantry, barbed wire from a fence the tractor
ran through and a towed truck caught and lifted onto the driver by the lugged rear tractor wheels.
In an incident not included in this section, a large piece 330mm x 60mm x 20mm of a fractured
tyne struck the tractor driver on the head. While an open frame may have stopped most of these
objects reaching the driver, a solid roof would appear necessary to cope with other objects.

4.5 Operator Protection Frames
In all the above incidents, an operator protection frame is potentially capable of eliminating the
driver fatality or reducing driver injury. Table 4.5 gives a summary of the relevance to these
accidents of Australian Standard N70-1969, ‘Testing of Safety Cabs and Safety Frames of
Agricultural Wheeled Tractors’, by classifying the machines involved according to weight and
examining how far each machine has rolled, or whether the driver has been injured by a falling
or other object.
Table 4.5 Percentage distribution of tractors requiring operator protection frames divided
by type and size of tractor, variety of accident and angular distance rolled
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Australian Standard N70 is derived largely from the British Standard 4063, but has been
modified to allow for more recent findings from New Zealand and the United States of America.
The British Standard is heavily based on the original Swedish work on overturning protection.
The standard provides a laboratory procedure for the destructive impact testing of a frame fitted
to a particular tractor. If the frame meets the requirements of the standard it can then be
predicted that that design of frame on that particular model of tractor will prevent the driver
being crushed under the tractor if the tractor overturns, and provided the driver stays within the
protection of the frame. These test procedures have only been experimentally validated for
wheeled tractors up to 8500lbf, have not been tested on track (crawler) type tractors and are not
designed specifically to test for protection from falling or other objects. Static tests have also
been developed for small and large frames.
Nearly 80 percent of overturned tractors are wheeled tractors with a weight of less than 8500lbf
and are therefore covered by the test procedures which are set out in AS N70. The frame has two
modes of protecting the driver; firstly by limiting how far the tractor rolls, (not necessarily tested
for), and secondly by preventing the weight of the tractor coming onto the driver. If a machine
rolls less than 360˚, it may confidently be predicted that the driver will escape with minimal
injuries if he does not attempt to jump clear. However, once the roll reaches 360˚, the tractor
engine will most probably still be running and the driver runs the risk of being run over if thrown
off through the open frame. Sixteen percent of the 360˚ roll accident drivers were run over after
the tractor righted itself. If a tractor executes a multiple roll (i.e. more than 360˚), there is the
chance of the driver being thrown out and crushed by the frame or tractor in a subsequent roll.
Since very few Australian wheeled tractors are fitted with adequate frames, the small amount of
experience we do have of driver behavior during rolling when an adequate frame is fitted comes
from our crawler tractors. Drivers have attempted to jump clear and have been crushed when the
tractor overturned, while other drivers have been crushed after being ejected from the frame
during overturning (one case was a wheeled log-skidder). These results do not generalize readily
to wheeled tractors for a number of reasons, but do emphasise some inherent difficulties of the
frame as a protective device which can be counteracted to some extent by the fitting and wearing
of a seat belt or by the provision of a totally enclosing cab or frame mesh.
Swedish experience with overturn protection has been most encouraging and from figures
presented by Nordstrom (1970) it can be shown that the overturning fatality rate has been
reduced from 11.1 fatalities per 100,000 tractor years for tractors without frames to one fatality
per 100,000 tractor years for tractors fitted with overturn protection. These figures do not allow
for the higher usage (and therefore exposure) of the newer, protected tractors. Again these
results do not generalize freely to Australian conditions, as the Swedish climate will undoubtedly
have proved a greater influence in favour of fully enclosed cabs than the Australian climate will.
It can be predicted that the incidence of failure of rollover protection to protect the driver is
likely to be higher in Australia than in Sweden because of the safer frames.
From Table 4.5 it can be predicted that a frame to AS N70 will protect the non-jumping driver in
the 56%, ‘less than 360˚ roll’ accidents and the 8% of rolls presented greater than 360˚. No
close evaluation of the potential for limiting rolls is possible from the available data, but is seems
reasonable to estimate that frames will protect approximately 90% of the drivers involved in the
79% of rollover accidents involving tractors of less than 8500lbf.
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While the test procedures of AS N70 have not been validated for larger machines, they probably
represent our best possible guess, at the moment, of what these machines require. More work is
urgently needed to validate test procedures for both larger wheeled and for crawler tractors.
As evidence of this need, it should be noted that only 8% of the under 8500lbf wheeled tractors
are known to have rolled more that 360˚, whereas 25% of the heavier machines have done so,
and up to four complete rolls. This appears to be a consequence of the terrain where their work
takes them. While static tests have been developed for larger frames, they may not test
adequately for material behaviour at low temperatures and under impact loading.
Specific tests have not been developed to test frames for the 6% of cases where an object fell on
the driver. This test is particularly important for bulldozers and would need to allow for the
possible entry into the driver’s area of relatively small objects.
This need is emphasized by the tragic case of a frame (Figure 4.2) of adequately sized material,
of sufficient complexity and ample cost but unable to protect the driver when a tree fell on it.
The concept of the frame is ignorant of the way in which it should protect the driver by
developing long plastic hinges (involving large volumes of metal) at the bottom and top of each
upright (or in the upper horizontal member) to absorb the energy of the impact. Elastic hinges
(wire rope vibration isolators) at the bottom of the uprights effectively removed the lower plastic
hinges, while large abrupt changes in stiffness at the top of the rear upright and in the horizontal
member resulted in a very small volume of metal being plastically deformed in the upper plastic
hinges. Since its energy absorbing ability was low, the frame was forced to move a large
distance under impact and so fatally injured the driver.

4.6 Fully Enclosed Cabs
A driver is much less likely to be ejected from a fully enclosed cab during an overturning than
from an open frame. In 22% of the overturning accidents, a cab may have been preferable to a
frame. At least one of the eight Swedish fatalities with cabs and frames involved a driver
jumping from an enclosed cab. There are, however, inherent difficulties with the use of enclosed
cabs. Cabs increase the target area for the driver to be impacted against, and this problem is
discussed under seat belts. The second inherent difficulty is their unacceptability in some
Australian climatic conditions without the provision of forced ventilation or air conditioning.
While this may be desirable and is probably economically feasible on the larger achiness, it is
prohibitively expensive on the smaller machines. A possible alternative to prevent the driver
being thrown out is the enclosing of the frame with a mesh small enough not to allow penetration
by parts of the body, 2”- 3” square perhaps. Certainly the top section of the frame requires to
have a roof of minimum specified impact resistance to cope with falling objects and could also
be made of mesh. At certain times of the year, direct sunshine is very welcome.
In the design of any frame, and more particularly an enclosed cab, attention must be paid to noise
control. From April 1970, Swedish legislation requires new tractors to be fitted with a complete
cab with a heating system and the noise level in the cab must not exceed a specified level. The
maximum noise levels acceptable are specified in terms of ISO noise ratings and ISO N95 will
be accepted until 1st July 1972, ISO N90 until 1st July 1974, after which the maximum acceptable
level will be ISO N85. The specified requirement of a heating system for the cab emphasizes the
different climatic requirements between Sweden and Australia.
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4.7 Impact and Ejection Protection
The majority of overturning accidents are low speed incidents and the driver is crushed by part of
the tractor near the driver’s original sitting position. While the accident report form did not
require the injury agent to be mentioned specifically, and many reports simply state ‘crushed
under tractor’, the most frequently reported specific injury agents include crushed by the rear
wheel and/or mudguards (9%), steering wheel (7%), seat (3%) and bonnet (2%). There are other
overturning accidents where the driver is well removed from the driver’s seat (e.g. crushed by
front wheel) or where the injury is impact rather than crush (e.g. head thrown against rear
implement or against a blade). While these latter two types of injury mechanism are small in
number (the data does not allow an accurate figure to be presented) they illustrate the desirability
of wearing a seat belt to keep the driver within the confines of the frame. This becomes more
important when the tractor rolls 360˚ or more.

4.7.1 Seat belts
As well as the overturning accidents, seat belts for the driver are relevant to another type of
accident where the driver has been thrown or fallen from the tractor or impacted onto part of the
tractor as shown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 Percentage distribution of non-overturning accidents
with relevance to seat belts

The driver has been thrown from the seat when the tractor’s forward motion was abruptly
stopped or the tractor travelled over rough ground at relatively high speed. In 15% of cases the
machine in question was a front end loader or bulldozer, and the bucket or blade has struck the
ground as a result of such diverse factors as a branch fracturing a hydraulic hose, the bolts
holding the hydraulic rams working out, the machine bouncing in a wavy ground formation and
the spare backhoe buckets falling out of the end loader bucket during transport. On 30% of
occasions, the machine (tractors, front end loaders and crawlers) has gone over an embankment.
Tractors have run off the road while more have struck ditches across their intended routes.
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Drivers have fallen off tractors after suffering heart attacks, being hit by sticks, colliding with a
car or having their attention distracted.
The question of the likely rate of wearing seat belts is relevant to this section. Firstly the habit of
wearing seat belts, acquired by some in cars, is likely to generalize to tractors. Recent Australian
introduction of compulsory wearing of car seat belts should help. Additional influence towards
wearing of seat belts on tractors may be possible if experimental investigations show that the
wearing of a seat belt reduces the energy expended by the driver during his normal tasks. This is
an investigation worth undertaking as the promotional value of favourable evidence could help
the wearing of seat belts by directing the driver’s attention to immediate and lasting benefit from
seat belt wearing.
Tractor seat belts will probably need to be of a different construction from automobile belts to
allow for increased exposure to weather.
4.7.2 Impact Injury on Tractor
A number of important relevant differences exist between tractors and cars where most of the
work on seat belts has been done. Two design aspects of tractors leave the driver vulnerable to
injury from being thrown about, even though the speed of the machine is considerably less than
that of cars. Tractors are much stiffer in frontal impact than a car, and so stop more abruptly
when hit on the front. Where a bulldozer goes over an embankment and the blade strikes the
ground at the bottom of the embankment, the elastic deformation in the bulldozer is likely to be
non-existent and the only take-up is in the soil struck. Rock quarry floors are not very yielding.
A tractor travelling at road speeds is frequently unable to accommodate uneven terrain without
throwing the driver from the seat. Considerable bouncing and pitching may be noted in tractors
travelling along comparatively good bitumen surfaces. The driver is therefore liable to ejection
if they misjudge the surface. These two characteristics emphasise the need for seat belts with
appropriate redesign of the driver’s target area.
If the driver is thrown straight forward, the tractor presents a more rigid, more injury competent
target area. The automobile steering wheel may act as a useful driver restraining device in a low
speed collision when it is struck by the driver’s chest. The steering wheel of a tractor, more
robust in construction, is often lower relative to the driver and more nearly horizontal so that the
driver’s stomach strikes the rim of the steering wheel with resulting injury. Similarly, the
controls and dash area generally are more rigid and more capable of injury production. The gear
lever is sometimes very suitable for lower body penetration.
With the current tractor design and the need for frequent attention to rearwards operation, the
only type of seat belt likely to be worn is a lap belt which would leave the upper torso free to
pivot on the hip joints. While this belt would stop the driver being ejected and their stomach
from striking the steering wheel, it seems likely to aim their head towards regions likely to
produce serious injury. Attention will therefore need to be given to designing the target regions
to allow for this impact. Other drivers have struck remoter parts of the tractor, e.g. the blade of
the bulldozer.
4.7.3 Ejection
In an automobile collision, doors must be forced open or windscreens smashed or forced out
before the occupants can be ejected. Not so in the typical tractor. If the tractor moves in such a
way that the driver is thrown sideways as well as forward, he is likely to land on the ground
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between the front and rear wheels and so be run over if the tractor continues forward or it if
bounces back – a problem inherent with the access in front of the rear wheels. (See also Section
6.1.3)
If the driver should be thrown wide of the tractor wheels or fall off the back of the tractor, he is
likely to be run over or entangled by the rear mounted implement, which is often wider than the
tractor. These accidents are discussed in Section 11.2 ‘Implement or Attachment to Rear’.

4.8 Windscreen
A number of accidents could have been altered if the tractor had been fitted with a windscreen.
In two cases, the wind had affected the driver’s hat (blown off or brim blown down over the
eyes). In others, material has been blown into the driver’s eyes (dust and rain), while another
driver fell from the tractor after an exploding radiator and forward hinged bonnet resulted in him
being accosted by steam and boiling water.
The fitting of a windscreen would automatically require other equipment to be added to the
tractor. In some of the above cases (rain in eyes), a windscreen wiper would have been required
while a copious windscreen washing system would be required to allow adequate removal of the
dust which would accumulate on the windscreen to blind vision when the sun was low or when
headlights were approaching. The windscreen would need to be made of a material which does
not scratch readily and so constructed as to make a satisfactory target for the driver.

4.9
Design Requirements Already Identified from Overturn, Overhead,
Ejection, Impact and Windscreen Accidents
1) Provide operator protection frames on tractors up to 8500lbf weight to one of the
standards which specify impact tests and are at least as stringent as the original
Swedish tests.
2) Provide operator protection frames for tractors over 8500lbf weight.
greater proportion of multiple rolls in these heavier machines.)

(Note the

3) Provide a roof on the operator protection frames to stop objects falling on the driver.
4) Provide a fully enclosed cab:
a) Provide (4) plus forced ventilation.
b) Provide (4) and [4(a)] plus heating.
c) Provide (4) and [4(a)] plus cooling.
d) Provide (4) and [4(b)] and [4(c)].
5) Provide enclosing mesh for sides of frame.
6) Provide seat belt.
7) Design to minimize impact injury any area which drivers of different sizes may
impact when the tractor stops abruptly. (Consider a blade digging into the ground to
stop a tractor travelling at 16kph.)
8) Provide a windscreen with wipers and washers.
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9) Reference
Grevis-James, I.W. and G.H.Vasey. ‘Longitudinal Instability of Tractors’. Paper presented to the
National Agricultural Machinery Conference, Melbourne. July 1971.

It should be made clear that it is not being argued that what applies to tractors applies to quad
bikes. Quad bikes and their usage have similarities to tractors and motorcycles and also have
characteristics of their own. This will be discussed in Bite 16.
The purpose of presenting the above information collected (1965-1971) from specifically
prepared forms completed by Police in Queensland, New South Wales, South Australia, Western
Australia and Departments of Labour in Victoria and Tasmania is to make available the
understanding developed and to illustrate the benefit of collecting such information. The forms
supplied required the collecting of objective data (e.g. measurement of slope, which gear the
tractor was travelling in) which resulted in objective descriptions.
Using the term ‘misuse’ at the beginning of the title of an engineering Report raises questions
and insights. It indicates that the feeling/valuing function is being used where the thinking
function is required.
Quotes from the three pioneers of Heuristics and Biases are relevant.
Tversky and Kahneman (1982 pp 3) in a chapter called ‘Judgments Under Uncertainty:
Heuristics and Biases’ wrote:
‘In general, these heuristics are quite useful, but sometimes lead to severe and systematic
errors.’
Slovic (2000), in a chapter ‘Rating the risks’ wrote:
‘Whatever role judgment plays, its products should be treated with caution. Research not
only demonstrates that judgment is fallible, but it shows that the degree of fallibility is
often surprisingly great and that faulty beliefs may be held with great confidence.’
The details of how each quad bike overturned are unknown, See Bite 10. The simulation gives
an impression of using the thinking function as the results came out in numbers, AIS ratings and
Injury Costs. The results however, are dependent on the values put in for those unknowns from
the original occurrences and the unvalidated characteristics of some parts of the modeling. The
results are the result of a variety of judgements. If these are based on the concept that the quad
bike has overturned as a result of misuse, a bias has been introduced.
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The question of whether or not misuse is involved is outside the expertise of an engineer unless
they have developed a sound basis of knowledge of human behavior in Attention, Information
Detection, Information Processing, Decision Making, Arousal Level and many other facets of
behavior.
Examine the 21 categories of overturning and gain an understanding of what happened with
tractors. Some of the tractor work has been taken over by quad bikes.
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BITE 14 – THINKING AND FEELING/VALUING – THE JUDGEMENT FUNCTIONS
In Bites 11 and 13, reference was made to the Thinking Function and the Feeling/Valuing
Function. Many people have a general idea of these from their own experience and fairly
quickly clarify their understanding. Many people do not identify with the terms ‘thinking’ and
‘feeling/valuing’ and need more explanation to enable them to appreciate the significance of
these two terms.
The terms are judgement functions and each is as important as the other and each should be used
in its appropriate territory. The two should never be mixed. Similar concepts, using different
words have been used by writers and scientists, but the very much summarized, concise
definition/explanation given here is based on the work of Carl Jung.
The following is Section IV of a book being written on Information Organisers – the key
concepts we use to organize information on a particular topic. In human beings, it is normal for
feeling/valuing judgements to be quick, easy and decisive. Unfortunately in terms of safety, and
particularly in terms of personal damaging occurrences, they are very often wrong. The thinking
function takes longer, generally requires more information to be acquired, but produces much
higher quality judgements which lead to more effective reduction in damage to people.
In the 1920s Carl Jung wrote a book on Personality Types in which he reintroduced the terms
Extrovert and Introvert into popular usage and argued that we have four functions in two
diametrically opposed pairs – a perceptual pair and a judgement pair.
Perceptual Pair
Sensation is perceiving the world outside ourselves and intuition is perceiving the world inside
ourselves. When you are intuiting you cannot be sensing and when you are sensing you cannot
be intuiting.
Judgement Pair
The judgement functions are thinking and feeling/valuing.
The thinking function uses concepts to link up ideas into a set or organised group of ideas and to
integrate new ideas into such groups. It uses the laws of reason and is essentially concerned with
‘truth’ i.e. the best fit of words and numbers to the world around us.
To understand the feeling/valuing function, take an emotion and tone it down until there is no
more nervous activity than when thinking and make judgements of the form ’like or dislike' or
‘acceptable or not acceptable’. It is essentially concerned with ‘goodness’ but to goodness
according to the values of the person making the judgement.
Since people are damaged by the physical energies of the world, the control or minimisation of
Class I damage must be developed by the use of the thinking function.
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Feeling corrupts thinking (by using value laden terms) and thinking corrupts feeling (e.g. by
attempting to rationalise how you feel ). Inappropriate judgements come from corrupting one
function with the other or by using the wrong function (e.g. lack of veridical or ‘true saying’
information with which to think will lead to a feeling judgement).
By 1969, while investigating tractor fatalities, I had rejected the idea of ‘cause’ in favour of
identifying essential factors and assessing controllability. A press cutting came in describing a
35 year old dairy farmer with a wife and three children. He used a match to look into the fuel
tank of his petrol powered tractor and was killed. I thought sadly there were always going to be
some ’idiots’ who could not be helped.
One night about two months later, my wife asked ‘Don’t tractors have fuel gauges?’
I replied, “Some do. Some don’t. Hardly any did at one time but most now do. But I could still
buy a tractor without a fuel gauge.’
‘Why don’t they?’ she asked. A difficult question without a sensible answer. So I replied,
‘What’s the big deal all of a sudden about fuel gauges?’
‘This bloke wouldn’t be dead if he had one.’ came the answer. She had been filing press
cuttings.
My initial reaction is an example of the feeling/valuing judgement which identified the person as
an ‘idiot’. I was powered by upset at the death, frustration at how difficult it was to achieve
change, responding to the pressures from my work mates and insufficiently valuing the life of
someone who was remote from me.
Let’s think about it. To think we must first have a concept to organise ideas.
Concept
Human tissue and/or function is damaged by an energy exchange which goes outside tolerable
limits i.e. a Damaging Energy Exchange.
The damaging energy exchange is the climax to one or more sequences of events which are made
up of essential factors and contributory factors.
An Essential Factor’s removal or addition will break the sequence of events so that the climax
is not reached.
The ‘action replay’ part of the sequence (the story you will tell so someone else would
understand) is termed a Damaging Occurrence.
A Damaging Occurrence is the logical outcome of



the way the work is done
the energy stored, utilised or generated within that work, and
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 the characteristics of the participants (human, machine, environment)
interacting within that work.
Now we have a concept – a damaging energy exchange preceded by one or more sequences of
events containing essential factors. We can use the thinking function and collect ideas together
by looking for essential factors:
1. Need to know fuel level – wants to finish planting, does not want to walk home.
2. Inadequate natural light to see fuel level.
3. Filler pipe allows view of fuel level.
4. No torch.
5. Nothing clean and dry to dip fuel level.
6. Petrol used as fuel.
7. No stainless steel strainer in filler pipe (would extinguish flame).
8. No fuel gauge.
9. Match used to look in tank.
The thinking function turns out a different and much richer result than the feeling/valuing
function.
In investigating, analysing and assessing a damaging occurrence, use the thinking function.
The four functions, a perceptual pair (sensation and intuition) and the judgement pair (thinking
and feeling/valuing) are equally important in adding to our lives. Each should be used in its own
domain and without being corrupted by interference from the function which diametrically
opposes it.
USE THE THINKING FUNCTION
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BITE 15 – RELATIVE AMOUNT OF PERSONAL DAMAGE BY SEVERITY LEVEL
In Bite 2, the Abbreviated Injury Scale severity ratings of the actual cases were plotted across the
horizontal dimension showing:
AIS 0
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3
AIS 4
AIS 5
AIS 6

1
42
51
2
3
3
8

No injury
Minor
Moderate
Serious
Severe
Critical
Maximum

This gives 93 cases at the two lower levels (AIS 1 and 2) and 11 at the two higher levels. Bite 2
concluded ‘The original sample is heavily biased towards the lower consequence occurrences
and away from the far more important higher consequence cases. The reason the higher
consequence cases are far more important will be elaborated later.’ Here, Bite 15, is ‘later’ and
the elaboration is given below.
Again, this is taken from the draft of a book on Information Organisers where it is Section II.
For many years the major focus of safety at work has been the reduction of the number of
injuries which resulted in lost time, medical treatment or first aid treatment. It is widely believed
that this focus will also control more serious occurrences. This is not necessarily so.
Historically, this approach derives out of the work of Heinrich, whose pioneering work brought
‘accidents’ from the realm of chance and a ‘Higher Power’, to something which had a causation
(unsafe acts and unsafe conditions) which could be controlled by humans. Safety concepts and
models have moved on considerably but his ‘Iceberg’ model has endured. Unfortunately it is a
strong visual model presenting a true statistical description, but one from which invalid
inferences have always been drawn.
The Iceberg model is depicted in a rough triangular shape with few major occurrences at the top
and increasing numbers as severity decreases. This is shown by the symmetrically increasing
width of the triangle as it descends and goes under water and deeper so that only the small top of
‘major’ is above water. This is a true description of life in general. We all have a multitude of
small things happen with fewer and fewer as the things that happen to us increase in importance
or effect on our lives. For the vast majority of us there are relatively few major events.
This Iceberg model fitted well with another unfortunate historical feature of safety that lingers
on. Organisations did not like to tell of things that went wrong within their workplaces and each
was forced by external silence to focus their efforts on their own damaging occurrences, the
majority of which were minor to very minor. The belief developed that the major damage cases
were simply, by chance, worse outcomes of the minor and very minor damage occurrences. By
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and large, it was believed that they were mostly caused (Heinrich’s original figure 88%) by
unsafe acts. Much of Safety still operates on this belief and as a result actions are misdirected.
Australian Standard AS1885 of 1976 continued the enshrinement in earlier standards of injury
Frequency Rate measures, the numbers of Injuries per million hours worked. Injury classes
included Lost Time (more than a day lost after the day of injury), Medical Treatment and Work
Injury (included lost time, medical treatment and first aid treatment). These are known as
LTIFR, MTIFR and WIFR. Performance was measured predominantly by the number of
occurrences per million hours worked and most often and most strongly by the LTIFR.
This series of Information Organisers is the outcome of 45 years of research, study, consulting,
expert witnessing, teaching, mental exploration and thinking on what are popularly and
fallaciously known as ‘accidents’.
This series presents new information that has given rise to new concepts to help people to think
more clearly about a complex and under-recognised problem.
A person receives personal damage at work when an exchange of energy goes outside tolerable
limits and damages tissue and/or function. The damaged tissue or function in turn damages a
person’s life permanently (Class I), temporarily (Class II) or insignificantly (Class III).
Class I permanently alters a person’s life.
 includes Fatal and Non-fatal. Non-fatal includes those who never work again and those
who have reduced income as a result of working fewer hours or in a less demanding job.
It should also include those who are still able to do full work but whose out of work life
is permanently restricted.
Class II temporarily alters a person’s life.
 represents the lost time injuries from which the person fully recovers and returns to their
normal work, usually within six months.
Class III insignificantly alters a person’s life.
 are those cases which received only medical treatment or first aid treatment and where
the person does not have a full day off work on a day other than the day of injury.
In 1995, the Industry Commission, part of Commonwealth Treasury, presented their report on
‘Work, Health and Safety’ which included costing of personal damage cases for 1992-93. Their
original results and conversion to Class I, Class II and Class III occurrences are presented below.
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There have been three snapshots of the damage to people from work, published by the Industry
Commission (1995), the National Occupational Health and Safety Commission (NOHSC 2004)
and the Australian Safety and Compensation Council (ASCC March 2009). The three studies
gave the ’baseline estimates of economic costs’ for the years 1992-93, 2000-01 and 2005-06.
NOHSC (2004) also estimated the cost equivalent of ‘pain, suffering and early death’.
Pain, suffering and loss from early death are real, very real, and need to be taken into account.
While NOHSC made an effort to include quantification of these components, ASCC did not. It
is a difficult area, but without assessment of it being included, the total quantity of damage,
measured in dollars, of damage to people at work will be underestimated. For this reason an
estimate of the total quantity of damage for 2005-06 has been made by scaling up Class I Fatal
and Class I Non-fatal by the same factors used for the 2000-01 damage. This is a crude method
and should be taken as giving an idea of the scale of magnitude. It does not detract from the
main observation from these snapshots.
For each snapshot, the cases were allocated by severity of injury (damage) and a unit cost
estimated for each level. Number of cases multiplied by unit cost gave the total cost (quantity of
damage) for that level. This severity classification has been converted to the Class I, Class II and
Class III classification by allocating the top three severity levels for each snapshot to Class I and
the remaining levels to Class II. Class III would include First Aid and Medical Treatment which
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were not costed. The five levels used by ASCC (2009) were labeled Fatality, Full Incapacity,
Partial Incapacity, Long Absence and Short Absence. The ratio of average unit cost shown in
Table 1 for these five levels of severity (pain, suffering and early death included) supports
allocating the three severest levels to Class I.
Category

Ratio of Cost

Short Absence

1

Class of Damage

Class II
Long Absence

8.7

Partial Incapacity

103

Full Incapacity

422

Fatality

237

Class I

Table 1. Ratio of Cost for Severity Categories for 2005-06
(without pain, suffering and early death)
Table 2 summarises relative costs, in terms of Class I, Class II, Class III damage, of the three
snapshots. An assessment for 2005-06 with pain, suffering and early death is included.
Work Safety and Health is fundamentally a Class I problem which includes over 96% of the
quantity of personal damage (including pain and suffering and early death). Also Class I Nonfatal damage dominates with 90.5%.
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With pain, suffering and
early death
2000-01
2005-06

1992-93

2000-01

2005-06

1.5

3.5

3.3

6.5

5.8

Class I Non-fatal

80.5

88.5

88.0

90.0

90.5

Class II

18.0

8.0

8.7

3.5

3.7

$20

$34.3

$57.5

$82.3

$142.6

Class I Fatal

Cost $ billion

2000-01 Goods and Services Exports $132.8 billion
Table 2. Percent distribution of the quantity of personal damage

There are THREE IMAGES to fix in your mind to guide your motivation and direction for
reducing damage to people at work.
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Image 1 . Quantity of Work Personal Damage in Class I, Class II and Class III.
2000-01 and 2005-06

Fatal

Class I

Non-fatal
Class II

Temporary

Class III
0

20

40

60

80

100

Percentage of

$82.3

billion (00-01)

Exports $132.8 billion
6.5% Class I Fatal
90.0% ClassI Non-fatal
3.5% Class II

$142.6

billion (05-06)

Exports
5.8% Class I Fatal
90.5% Class I Non-fatal
3.7% Class II

Also relevant to an adequate understanding of Work Safety and Health is the way in which the
quantity of damage is shared between the Employer, Employee and the Community. If the cost
of Compensation is allocated to the Employer, the ASCC estimates the share of base line
estimated cost for Employer, Employee and Community as 18%, 49% and 33%. If pain,
suffering and early death costing is included the figures become 7.5%, 78.6% and 13.9%. The
corresponding earlier figures for 2000-01 were 10.3%, 76.7% and 13.0%.

Image 2 below gives a pictorial depiction of the relative share of the quantity of damage for
2005-06 including the estimate for pain, suffering and early death.
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Image 2. Share of Costs 2005-06

Employer 7.5%
Employee 78.6%
Community 13.9%

0

20

40

60

80

Image 3 shows the daily and yearly experience of Class I damage in 2005-06.
Image 3. Number of Persons (2005-06)

Class I Fatal

Class I Non-fatal

Per Day

Day x 365 = Annual

7

2603

175 64,000

In 1992-93 and 2000-01, the Class I Non-fatal per day figures were 137 and 134. Between 200001 and 2005-06, the workforce increased by 12% (ASCC) while the 134 Class I Non-fatal per
day increased to 175, an increase of 30%.
It would be unwise to assume that this necessarily represents worse safety performance. It may
do, but the data collection methods, based on compensation figures and Australian Bureau of
Statistics Survey data could also contribute.
Table 3 gives the percentage of non-compensated cases included in each snapshot for the
different levels of severity.
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Severity Level

92-93

00-01

05-06

Class I Fatal

37.5

85.0

88.0

Class I Non-fatal

33.5

8.6

45.0

Class II

39.0

34.0

41.0

Total

37.0

31.0

42.0

Table 3. Percentage of Non-compensated Cases by Year and Severity
The 2000-01 snapshot identified a smaller proportion of Class I Non-fatal cases that had not been
compensated than did the 1992-93 and 2005-06 reports. The 1992-93 Class I Fatal percentage is
low since it did not include the 2210 disease fatality estimates based on research studies used in
the two more recent snapshots.
The three snapshots 1992-93, 2000-01 and 2005-06 show that the safety and health problem at
work is fundamentally a Class I problem. Class I Non-fatal accounts for 90% of the quantity of
damage. Class I Fatal accounts for around 6%. Fatality requires special consideration but Class
I Non-fatal also requires focus.
In 2005-06, a total of 391,000 Class II cases (85.4%) account for 8.7% or 3.7% (with pain and
suffering included) of the cost of personal damage. Class I damage from 66,603 cases (14.6%)
account for 91.3% or 96.3% (pain, suffering and early death included) of the cost of personal
damage.
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For those who like more detail
COST OF WORK PERSONAL DAMAGE IN AUSTRALIA 2005-06
Class II

Class I

Absence
Occurrences

Incapacity

Short

Long

<5 days

≥5 days

No. of Occurrences

227,000

% of Occurrences
Cumulative %

Fatal

Partial

Full

164,000

33,100

30,900

2,603

49.6

35.8

7.2

6.8

0.6

49.6

85.4

92.6

99.4

100

COSTINGS – No allowance for pain, suffering and early death
Cost of Occurrences
$billion

0.7

4.3

10.5

40.2

1.9

% of cost

1.2

7.5

18.2

69.8

3.3

Cumulative %

1.2

8.7

26.9

96.7

100

COSTINGS – Allowance for pain, suffering and early death
Cost of Occurrences $billion

0.74

4.51

45.64

83.43

8.33

% of cost

0.5

3.2

32.0

58.5

5.8

Cumulative %

0.5

3.7

35.7

94.2

100
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COSTINGS - No Allowance for Pain suffering and Early Death 2005-06

Cost of damaging occurrences by severity of damage

A clearer message:
85.4% of occurrences were Class II giving 8.7% of cost
14.6% of occurrences were Class I giving 91.3% of cost

COSTINGS - Allowance for Pain Suffering and Early Death 2005-06

Cost of damaging occurrences by severity of damage
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A clearer message:
85.4% of occurrences were Class II giving 3.7% of cost
14.6% of occurrences were Class I giving 96.3% of cost
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From the above it can be seen that:


Safety should primarily be concerned with minimizing damage to people’s lives.



To do this it must concentrate on reducing Class I personal damage (92-96% 0f the total;
quantity of personal damage)



Class III and many Class II occurrences do not have any long term significance for the
individual. It is overwhelmingly Class I damage (96.3%) which accounts for the
employees 78.6% share of the total quantity of damage.

For these reasons quad bike control efforts should be directed to fatality and non-fatal permanent
damage to life i.e. to minimizing Class I personal damage.
Bite 17 ‘Injury Score Based Decision Making’ gives more understanding and shows that the high
percentage of Minor and Moderate injuries (AIS 1 and 2) can mask the few Critical and
Maximum injuries (AIS 5 and 6) and that costs must be based on damage to the person’s life.
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BITE 16 – REDUCING PERSONAL DAMAGE FROM QUAD BIKE ROLLOVERS
The previous 15 bites have been primarily concerned with clarifying the significance of DRI’s
simulation of quad bike rollovers and prediction of injury with and without protective structures.
This shows the simulations and their prediction to be fundamentally flawed and that no attempt
has previously been made by DRI, Safety Authorities or members of the safety profession to
validate the output and conclusions of DRI’s work or if there has been an attempt, it has been
successfully denied or deflected..
This combined set of 16 bites under ‘Evaluation of Quad Bike Rollover Simulation’ has
investigated the validity of the rollover and injury simulations and found the results are invalid
and cannot usefully be used as a basis to help decisions on control measures. John Lambert has
also evaluated DRI’s simulation and came to a similar conclusion on the work’s validity.
Further, some claims made by the Industry Association, the Federal Chamber of Automotive
Industry are not justified by the DRI reports.
However, it is useful to provide and discuss matters which can help decision making on control
measures.
Australia has a track record of delaying adoption of engineering control measures because of an
overwhelming belief in ‘human error’ or ‘unsafe acts’ as the ‘cause’ of ‘accidents’. The
effectiveness of Rollover Protective Structures (ROPS) in reducing fatalities was established by
1964 in Sweden. Farmer, Mining and Civil Engineering belief in human error causation resulted
in well over 1000 unnecessary fatalities in Australia before ROPS became widespread.
Japan made the equivalent of Residual Control Devices (RCD, Safety Switches) compulsory in
their Manufacturing Industries in 1969. That year there were 38 deaths. By 1972 deaths were
down to 18 and by 1980 there was one. The Queensland Electricity Authorities by the second
half of the 1970s had decided to oppose the introduction of the RCD. The Electrical Authorities
argued that the introduction of the RCD would result in less conscientious following of the
‘Wiring Rules’. Again they were backing human error causation and an emphasis on controlling
people’s behaviour.
At the present time the farming and other sections of the community have seen and experienced
the life saving benefit of ROPS on tractors and fairly ask ‘Why not on quad bikes?’ The
provision and adoption of rollover protective structures (or as they are now more accurately
being named Crush Protection Devices CPD) is being actively and aggressively opposed by a
section of the manufacturers, who use their Industry Association and Lawyers with the assistance
of DRI staff. Once again, this group is backing the ‘human error causation of accidents’ and
seeking to reduce fatalities by behaviour control. If ROPS and CPDs would be effective in
reducing deaths from rollovers, we cannot afford to repeat the unnecessary loss of lives in
Australia from the delay in introducing ROPS on tractors and RCDs on electrical installations.
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Guiding Philosophy
When I first started consulting, it was to the Utah Development Company which in the mid
1970s, owned the majority of coal mines in Central Queensland. They agreed to two
philosophical concepts presented as a prerequisite for me to consult.
1. Emphasis must be on ‘Change for the Future’ not ‘Blame for the Past’.
2. What is done to control injury from an accident must be firmly based on a thorough
knowledge of what happened in the accident.
Today the second would be rewritten:
What is done to control damage to persons in a Personal Damaging Occurrence must be
firmly based on a thorough knowledge of what happened in the Damaging Occurrence.
The British Medical Association banned the use of the term ‘accident’ in their publication from
June 2001. The use of the term ‘damaging occurrence’ fits better with the Damaging Energy
Exchange model – See Bite 14.
Mechanism of Personal Damage
The first requirement for understanding personal damage from quad bike rollovers is the way in
which tissue and function of the person are damaged.
There are four mechanisms of damage to tissue or function from mechanical sources.
Impact
Non-contact acceleration
Crushing
Asphyxiation
Damage from other energy sources such as fire and chemicals are regarded as outside the scope
of present considerations.
Impact involves high levels of force resulting in the rapid deceleration/acceleration of portions
of a person’s body as a result of contact with part of the machine or the environment; or with
high levels of force as a result of a rapidly moving machine striking a person who could also be
moving. Injury in car crashes most often involves impact.
Non-contact acceleration involves high levels of force developed in portion of a person’s body
developed to keep body parts in appropriate alignment. A rear impact to a car not fitted with
head restraints sees the person’s trunk, legs and arms accelerated forward by the seat. The head
would be left behind if the structures of the neck did not transmit forces to keep the head within
or close to the head’s range of motion relative to the trunk. These forces can produce ‘whiplash’.
Crushing occurs when the weight bearing down or the force from objects on either side of
portion of a person exceeds the tolerable level of one (or more) types of tissue and that tissue is
damaged.
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Asphyxiation does not initially involve damage to tissue as do the three mechanisms described
above, but initially involves damage to function. Asphyxia is a lack of oxygen in the blood
which results from some damage to the breathing function. This is well illustrated by four men
in a car seeing a small tractor (early grey Ferguson TE20) overturn rearwards while attempting to
pull a stump out of the ground. The upside down tractor’s bonnet was resting on the driver’s
chest. The driver was turning ‘blue’ by the time the men got to him and lifted the tractor off. A
short time later the driver was fully recovered and showed no ill effects. His muscles had not
been able to work his breathing system with that much weight on his chest. Blockage of airways
would have a similar effect.
To counteract these mechanisms of injury it is necessary to:
 Avoid particular types of high speed collisions between the rider and their machine and
the rider and the environment.
 Avoid having parts of the body being required to transmit tissue damaging forces to
other parts of the body to maintain overall body integrity.
 Avoid tissue damaging weight being supported by components of a person’s body.
 Avoid oxygen deprivation by ensuring that the breathing function is not compromised.
Quality objective research is required particularly on Class I damaging occurrences. To identify
the mechanism of injury, details from the overturning site and the quad bike will need to be used
with details of the personal damage. Once the mechanism of damage has been identified, the
potential efficacy of control measures can be assessed. Relevant considerations are outlined
below.
The predominant injury in car crashes is impact injury. The predominant injury with tractor
deaths is crush injury. Crushing, asphyxiation and impact injury can be expected with quad
bikes. Frames, correctly designed, can on first principles be expected to reduce crush and
asphyxiation damage in two ways.
 Limiting rollover to 90º
 Providing protected space when the rollover continues to 180º.
In both of these ways the likelihood of the weight of the machine being carried by the rider is
decreased. At lower speeds and where the person maintains their position relative to the
machine, the protection will be more effective than at high speeds and where the rider does not
maintain their position relative to the machine. The likelihood of the rider remaining in the
protected zone can be increased by the wearing of a seat belt or harness. This has the potential to
also reduce impact injury but may introduce what has been termed non-contact acceleration
injuries in which the forces required to accelerate the person and parts of their body to move with
the vehicle become excessive.
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Both impact and acceleration injury potential can be measured by accelerometers. Crush injuries
can come from high force with minimal acceleration and asphyxiation can come from non-tissue
damaging forces which inhibit the breathing function.
Design Requirements to Reduce Injuries from Each Mechanism
Impact
Reduce speed.
Minimise potential contact surface.
Increase radius of curvature of potential contact surfaces.
Make potential contact surfaces energy absorbing.
Non contact acceleration
Reduce speed
Reduce changes in velocity, both speed and direction.
Remove rider from Quad bike early in rollover.
Harness body to ‘seat’ structure so that the structure and harness maintain body parts
within normal limits of alignment.
The ‘seat’ structure must be held within the protected space.
Crushing
Limit rollover to 90º
Provide protective occupant space for rolls greater than 90º.
Restrain the rider within the occupant space.
Minimise area of quad bike that comes into contact with the ground or comes closer than
‘x’ centimeters from the ground during rollovers.
Modify the contact surfaces to decrease the force on the person if the quad bike rolls on
them.
Asphyxiation
As for crushing
Avoid having loads on a person which excessively inhibit the breathing function.
The above are illustrative rather than definitive of the injury mechanisms and design innovations
required to negate each mechanism.
To fully evaluate the effectiveness of a structure in reducing permanently life altering (fatal and
non-fatal) personal damage from quad bike rollovers, it is necessary to know to what extent each
of the injury mechanisms (impact, non-contact acceleration, crushing and asphyxiation) is
involved in the creation of damage.
Once the relative frequency of a Class I personal damage mechanism is known and the relative
effectiveness of a control measure is known, the usefulness of the control measure can be
assessed.
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Some relevant data was presented to the Technical Engineering Group by Tony Lower (2010)
from the Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety. This included data that showed
that:
 Of the 127 quad bike fatalities, eight cases could not be classified as either a rollover or
non-rollover incident. Of the remaining 119 cases, 56 (47%) were rollovers.
 Rollovers accounted for 59% of on-farm and 18% of non-farm deaths.
 Of the on-farm, work related deaths, 68% of deaths were associated with the quad bike
rolling over and crushing the victim.
 Of the on-farm, non-work-related deaths, 50% of deaths were also associated with
rollover of the machine.
 48 of the 53 rollover deaths (9()%) where location was known, occurred on a farm.’
The authors summarise the part of body injured as a cause of death, where the mechanism of the
event could be categorized into either a rollover or non-rollover event (pp. 5):
‘Rollover deaths were primarily associated with asphyxiation or respiratory difficulty (n=14),
head injury (n=11), chest (n=6) and spine injuries (n=4). This compares with injuries from nonrollovers where multiple injuries (n=13), head (n=10) and brain injuries (n=4) predominate.’
In ‘Discussion’ (pp. 10) the authors write:
‘The data clearly indicate that the major risk for use of quad bikes on Australian farms in
undertaking the current range of tasks, is death due to rollover and being trapped and crushed
under the machine. Children under 15 years of age are at risk of death by rollover, as are older
people.’
Note the third point from the quote above ‘…of the on-farm work-related deaths, 68% of deaths
were associated with the quad bike rollover and crushing the victim.’ It is assumed that
‘asphyxiation or respiratory difficulty’ has been included under ‘crushing’ as asphyxiation could
be regarded as a sub-level or lower level of crushing.
The mechanism of other injuries has not been identified so, for example, the number of impact
injuries has not been identified.
Lower et al note (pp. 10):
‘The high prevalence of head injuries as a mechanism of injury in the data for both rollovers and
non-rollovers, reinforces the need for the use of approved helmets.
Head injuries can come from both impact and crushing.’
The need for the wearing of helmets is clear and undisputed.
The DRI simulations virtually eliminated trunk crushing injuries reducing them from 50 to 4,
eliminating five AIS 5 and 6 and leaving only three AIS 1 and one AIS 3. The simulated sample
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contained too few Class I cases. The culmination of all this is that no protective structure can
gain appreciable injury decrease credits for reducing truncal crush injuries, because not enough
were contained in the original cases simulated and the simulation process eliminated very nearly
all that were there and completely eliminated the AIS 5 and 6 cases which are the important
ones. This is a region where crush protection devices would be expected to perform well.
The Quad Bike as a Machine
DRI bases its simulation and experimental procedure strongly on ISO 13232 ‘Motorcycles – Test
and analysis procedures for research evaluation of rider crash protective devices fitted to
motorcycles’ including Part 5: Injury indices and risk/benefit analysis. Other parts of the
standard include:
Part 1: Definitions, symbols and general considerations
Part 2: Definitions of input conditions in relation to accident data
Part 3: Motorcyclist anthropometric impact dummy
Part 4: Variables to be measured, instrumentation and measurement procedures
Part 5: Injury indices and risk/benefit analysis
Part 6: Full scale impact test procedures
Part 7: Standardized procedures for performing computer simulations of motorcycle
impact tests
Part 8: Documentation and reports
While the title of the document refers to ‘crash protective devices’, Parts 2, 3, 6 and 7
specifically mention ‘impact’. No part mentions ‘crush’.
Within Part 5, under the heading ‘Scope’ appears. ‘This part of ISO 13232 provides … a
consistent means of interpreting impact test results…’ and
‘ISO 13232 specifies the minimum requirements for research into the feasibility of protective
devices fitted to motorcycles, which are intended to protect the rider in the event of a collision’
and
‘ISO 13232 is applicable to impact tests involving:
- Two wheeled motorcycles
- The specified type of opposing vehicle
- Either a stationary and a moving vehicle or two moving vehicles
- For any moving vehicle, a steady speed and straight line motion immediately prior to
impact
- One helmeted dummy in a normal seating position on an upright motorcycle
- The measurement of the potential for specified types of injury by body region
- Evaluation of the results of paired impact tests (comparison between motorcycles fitted
and not fitted with the proposed devices’
ISO 13232 does not apply to testing for regulatory or legislative purposes.’
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Nothing of the above supports the proposition that ISO 13232 is suitable for evaluating the injury
potential from a four wheeled machine rolling over. It is a long way from impacts on two
wheeled motorcycles.
It is understood that there were modifications to procedures and the test and simulation dummies
but the practical results show these were not enough. Even though 3 asphyxiation deaths
occurred in the original sample, none occurred in the simulations.
In commenting on the use of ISO 13232, Zellner of DRI has stated: ‘It (IS) 13232) had been
applied to quad bike ROPS evaluations based on similarities between quad bikes and
motorcycles (e.g. straddle seat, handle bars, relatively exposed position of rider, recommended
use of a helmet, typical separation from vehicle during an accident, lateral as well as forward
impacts, etc). No attempt has been seen to identify the quad bike’s differences from motorcycles
or its similarity to tractors, some of whose work on farms they have taken over. The claimed
similarities to motorcycles are not all sound.
Elongated saddle seats for active riding may inadvertently produce passenger carrying as on
motorcycles, the quad bike handle bars are not used in the same way for steering as for
motorcycles. The evidence of 68% crush injuries does not support the notion of quad bike riders
‘typical separation from vehicles during an accident’. Rollovers do not necessarily involve
lateral impacts as 68% involve crush injuries (on farm).
Unlike motorcycles but like tractors, quad bikes have four wheels, overturn sideways, rearwards
and frontwards. Unlike with motorcycles in overturning, one side, or end - front, or rear, rises up
in the air, making the escape area generally in the direction of the roll of the quad bike. Like
tractors, but not to the same degree, rollovers result in crush injuries (including asphyxiation)
from having the quad bike roll on the rider. It may well be that attempting to leave a rolling
quad bike fitted with a crush protection device is more likely to lead to injury than staying with
it. This is the case for ROPS fitted tractors. Unlike with motorcycles, the major visual task
while operating a quad bike over natural topographies is away from the path of the quad bike and
directed to stock animals, feral animals, fences, crops, noxious weeds or involve a wide range of
ancillary operations e.g. towing a trailer, carrying loads, spraying weeds. Quad bikes would also
operate in regions where the topography is not readily apparent because of vegetation i.e. trees,
bushes, weeds, sun etc. One aspect which quad bikes have in common with motorcycles is a
relatively high power/weight ratio. While both have handle bars, their method of use is quite
different. The tyres of the quad bike are unlike those of motorcycles and tractors. A more
careful comparison of quad bikes with motorcycles and tractors would be useful but its unique
features should also be identified e.g. on some a lack of a rear differential.
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Use of Quad Bikes
Quad bikes are used in a wide variety of roles and situations.
Quad bikes are used in agriculture, tourism, miscellaneous e.g. golf courses and landscaping,
where they are used as work machines and also in recreation and sporting/competitive roles.
This is an illustrative rather than a definitive list. Each of these may involve some general and
specific uses.
In some applications, the quad bike is simply a means of transport for the rider, in others the
rider and possibly the machine is (are) working e.g. checking on stock/fences/crops/weeds etc,
mustering stock or transporting materials, towing trailers, spraying weeds etc. In other
applications the quad bike is carrying inexperienced people to enjoy scenic areas or is being
ridden competitively – at speed or demanding manoeuvring, but will have some challenging
terrain similarities. The protective requirements could well be different.
The Future
Long term thorough investigation of Class I personal damaging occurrences, combining on-scene
information from the damaging occurrence and detailed medical assessment of injuries and their
mechanisms should enable the development of validated simulation of personal damage.
As discussed in the next Bite (17) more acceptable methods of measuring and interpreting the
injuries will be required, looked at from the user/employer perspective rather than the
manufacturers.
In the short term, evidence exists that crush injuries and head injuries account for a high
percentage of real life injuries so the introduction of Crush Protection Devices and wearing of
helmets should not be delayed longer. It may well be that some Crush Protection Devices will be
tailor made to specific applications.
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BITE 17 – INJURY SCORE BASED DECISION MAKING
The report on the V-Bar risk states:
‘ISO 13232 prescribes risk/benefit analysis methods’
and without further qualifications later states:
’As described in ISO 13232-5, Annex E, generally, acceptable vehicle occupant protection devices have a
risk/benefit percentage of 7 percent or less (i.e. the summed injury risks from the protective devices are 7
percent or less of the summed injury benefits).’
Note that ‘risk’ and ‘benefit’ are not opposites and the use of these terms confuses the issue for many
people.
In plain English, the increase in injury from fitting a protective device needs to be 7% or less than the
decrease in injury from fitting the device. 7% can be taken as 1 in 14, 1 in 13 is 7.7% which would not
according to the 7% be acceptable. This unacceptability is attributed to Annex E of ISO 13232.5. Annex
E of ISO 13232.5 does not require compliance with the 7%.
The inference from the 7% is that if a protective frame were to eliminate 13 fatalities and create 1 of its
own (crushed by the particular device), it is not an acceptable innovation.
This is not what Annex E requires. In its own words, Annex E is ‘informative’, ‘potentially useful’, ‘a
suggested reference guideline’ and invites users ‘to develop other guidelines, or have no particular
guideline, depending on the research’.
The ISO document states clearly on the first page of Part 5 ‘Injury indices and risk/benefit analysis’ under
Scope:

‘ISO 13232 does not apply to testing for regulatory or legislation purposes.’
ISO 13232 is titled ‘Motorcycles – Test and analysis procedures for research evaluation of rider
crash protective devices as fitted to motorcycles. Part 5 Injury indices and risk/benefit analysis ‘.
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Muñoz et al (2007), in reporting on the Robertson V-Bar include the following:
‘As described in ISO 13232-5, Annex E, generally acceptable vehicle occupant protective
devices have a risk/benefit percentage of 7 percent or less (i.e., the summed injury risks from the
protective device are 7 percent or less of the summed injury benefits). Systems with greater
injury risk/benefit (e.g., pre-1998 US car passenger-side airbags with risk/benefit percentage of
12 percent) have been considered unacceptable, and have been rejected or substantially
modified. Examples of acceptable risk/benefit levels are passenger car driver airbags (3
percent), and passenger car head restraints and seatbelts (about 7 percent each), as described in
Ref 10.’
Assume a modification made to a machine eliminated 13 fatalities, but created one of its own.
The increase in injury is 1. The decrease in injury is 13. The ratio of increase (risk) to decrease
(benefit) is 1 : 13 i.e. 7.7%.
The first thing which must be understood is that whichever judgement is made, personal damage
(deaths) will come as a result of that judgement.
Take no action
Fit modification

-13 deaths will occur
-13 deaths will be prevented
-1 death will occur as a result of the modification

In this context the concept of Failure Avoidant Behaviour helps understanding. A person or
individual can take specific action so that they cannot be criticized for what they have done.

If a manufacturer introduces a novel feature to a product and someone is killed as a result of the
novel feature, the manufacturer can expect to be sued for the death. At what level of
increase/decrease in fatalities can a manufacturer expect not to be sued. Being sued as a result of
a death from a particular design feature could be regarded as a failure. Would eliminating 13
deaths and having a modification cause one be seen as a failure? The 7% criterion says yes this
is a failure. 15 deaths would need to be saved (6.6%) for the one death created to make the
modification acceptable. To whom?
The person purchasing for their own use has a simpler judgement to make. If they purchase a
product without the modification, they are 13 times more likely to be killed than if they purchase
a product with the modification. Whether or not they are killed by the modification, the person
is dead. To them which way does not matter. However, once the modification is fitted, being
killed is far (12 times) less likely.
The employer, firstly must attempt to find a method of work and associated vehicles, plant and
equipment to achieve a fatality-free work environment. In a number of industries, especially
where considerable mobility (moving about) is required e.g. road travel and transport, it is not
easy to achieve zero fatalities. In this case the employer would presumably behave as if they
were purchasing for themselves and include the modification.
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We do not presume to know what the legislators should do but put the arguments before them.
If manufacturers adhere rigidly to the 7% criteria, they may avoid being sued and therefore avoid
failure, but in doing so they produce 12 times the amount of harm which would not exist if they
fitted the modification.
In safety, an enormous amount of personal damage has been created by taking no action. This is
true in the very slow uptake of ROPS with tractors and earthmoving machinery and of Residual
Current Devices (safety switches). Well over 1000 unnecessary deaths came from lack of action
in these two areas.
Scoring System
The scoring system used by DRI in their calculations theoretically counts 1 for a fatality and 0
for no injury. The score for Normalised Injury Cost is given to 6 decimal places. For example,
Normalised Injury Cost for Head AIS 2 and all other AIS scores 0 ranged from 0.028064 to
0.126890. Cases where all AIS scores are 0 ranged from 0.008034 to 0.067810. These scores
were on the simulation of actual cases i.e. with no helmet and no ROPS.
This six digit quantification gives a false impression of the accuracy of the process. Assuming
that simulations had been validated, to what level of accuracy could the Injury Cost be judged.
A gut feel says it certainly could not get past three digits and would be struggling to validly reach
the third.
The individual increase in Injury Cost and decrease in Injury Cost are summed and divided by
the number of cases to give total increase in Injury Costs and total decrease in Injury Costs. This
is divided by the number of cases to give average increase and average decrease which are
plotted on a diagram as Average Risk and Average Benefit. This process together with the
sample of cases skewed to the lower severity injury levels produces a signal/noise ratio problem.
Signal/noise ratio is a concept developed in radio and telecommunication areas and usefully
applies to visual, auditory and intellectual perception. Those who remember listening to an AM
radio station as an electrical storm approaches will recognize the signal i.e. the programme or
music you are listening to, progressively becomes less intelligible as the level of static noise
increases until the signal/noise ratio is so low you turn the radio off. The situation is similar in
trying to hold a conversation in a crowd, which progressively gets more excited and the noise
level increases to where you cease the conversation because the noise level was too high and the
signal/noise ratio was too low.
There were in the original sample 11 fatalities (see Bite 4 Table 3 Actual UK/US Fatalities).
Assume for the purposes of this illustration that since the shotgun case was included in the
sample, the death came as a result of a rollover. Ignore the AIS codings given, assume each was
AIS 6 and that each is given a Normalised Injury Cost of 1 giving a combined cost of 11.
Averaged over 113 cases, this gives an average cost of 0.097(345) which falls in the AIS 2
Moderate range of scores. If a frame eliminates the 11 fatalities and created injury, increases in
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the other 101 cases averaging 0.097 increase, Injury Increase/Decrease would be 100% - no
change. This would be an unacceptable conclusion.
The signal we are looking for is Class I damage – permanent alteration of life – both fatal and
non-fatal. While a direct translation is not possible, it is probably AIS 5 and 6 which correspond
roughly to Class I. Certainly AIS 1, 2 and 3 should be regarded as ‘noise’ in this evaluation
system.
An injury cost of 0.1 falls within the range of AIS 2 Moderate (0.028 to 0.126). Ten of these
equal a fatality. Ten moderate injuries are not equivalent to a fatality in anybody’s book. A
fractured lower leg was rated AIS 2. Presumably this envisages a full and uneventful recovery
with the break clear of joints.
In Bite 15 ‘From Lost Time Injury to Class I’ the concept of Class I, Class II and Class III based
on the extent of damage to life was explained:
‘A person receives personal damage at work when an exchange of energy goes outside tolerable
limits and damages tissue and/or function. The damaged tissue or function in turn damages a
person’s life permanently (Class I), temporarily (Class II) of insignificantly (Class III).’
As a result of the work of the Productivity Commission 1995, the National Occupational Health
and Safety Commission 2004 and the Australian Safety and Compensation Council, figures are
now available to guide and direct safety effort. (see Bite 15). Relevant to this Bite (17) are the
following Cost Ratios.
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Category

Ratio of Cost

Short Absence

1

Class of Damage

Class II
Long Absence

8.7

Partial Incapacity

103

Full Incapacity

422

Fatality

237

Class I

Table 1. Ratio of Cost for Severity Categories for 2005-06
(without pain, suffering and early death)
If pain, suffering and early death are allowed for, the ratios become:
1 : 8.4 : 423 : 828 : 982
AIS 2 fractured lower leg, would classify as a Long Absence. Including pain, suffering and early
death, full incapacity would be approximately 100 times greater and death approximately 115
times greater. The personal damage (injury) costing should reflect this alteration of life
comparison. The significance of these Class I injuries cannot be denigrated by reducing them to
10 times AIS 2.
There are two lessons demonstrated in Bite 17:
1. The sample of cases must ensure a robust signal/noise ratio so that the Class I personal
damaging occurrences are not obscured by the Class III and Lower Class II. The real life
cases which are simulated must be predominantly those producing Class I personal
damage.
2. The costing of personal damage (injury) must not be simply based on cost of the personal
damage (injuries) but must add to that the cost of permanent alteration of life including
pain, suffering and early death.
This is the reality of what is required.
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